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The emergency number is manned on a 24-hour basis,
7 days per week. After business hours Rockingham
County Sheriff's Office takes the emergency line. The
emergency number is available to Auburn residents for
ambulance, wreckers and all other forms of emergency
assistance.
Snow Disposal Ordinance
Any person found shoveling snow into a town road or
plowing snow across the road, so as to impede normal
plowing operations, will be subject to a penalty not to









TO REPORT A FIRE
DIAL 483-2521
The State of New Hampshire requires that written per-
mits be obtained for all open fires at all times when the
ground is not snow covered.
Permits may be obtained from the Auburn Volunteer Fire
Department for grass, brush, campfires, etc. Permits
must be obtained on the day burning is to be accom-
plished. Burn when there is no wind, on rainy days, in a
safe place and in accordance with the term of the per-
mit. Burn before 9:00 am and after 5:00 pm. Keep some
buckets of water close by; if wind develops, promptly
extinguish the fire. All fires must be extinguished before
you depart the scene.
Parking During Snow Storm
A. From November 2 to April 1 of each year no person
shall park any motor vehicle on any public highway
between the hours of 11 :00 pm and 8:00 am or at any
time in such manner as to impede snow removal
operations.
B. Any vehicle parked in violation of Section A hereof
may be towed by the road agent, the chief of police or
their agents or by independent contractors engaged
by the road agent or the chief of police; any vehicles
so towed shall be stored and released to the owner
only upon payment of the cost of towing and storage
by the owner.
C. Any person violating section A hereof shall be subject
to a penalty not to exceed twenty-five dollars
($25.00) for each offense.
Dog Ordinance
A. RESTRAINT: All dogs shall be restrained from run-
ning at large within the limits of the town, except
when they are on the owner's or keeper's property or
being used for hunting or training purposes.
B. PENALTY: Any person or persons, firm or corpora-
tion violating any provisions of this ordinance shall,
upon conviction, be fined not more than fifteen dol-
lars ($15.00) for each offense.
Antidote information is provided in cases of accidental
poisoning or drug abuse. Cover by Michelle Jacob
Town of
Auburn
1 995 Town Warrant & Budgets
1 994 Annual Town Reports
Auburn
Village School
1995-1996 School Warrants & Budgets
1993-1 994 Annual School Reports
Community Information
Selectmen's Office
Board meets Monday night at 7 00 pm Office Monday and Thursday
8 00 am to 4 30 pm Tuesday and Friday 8 00 am to 12 noon.
Wednesday 9 00 am to 2 00 pm For information or appointment with
the Board, call 483-5052 Columbine S Cleaves, Office Manager,
Pamela S Henley MI'AS, Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Seasonal Clerk
Town Clerk and Tax Collector
Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, 9 00 am to 2:00 pm and Monday
6 00 pm to 8 00 pm, Friday 9 00 am to 12 noon Nancy H Gagnon.
Town Clerk, Mary F Griffin and Joan Krohn, Deputy Town Clerks Eva
L Lunnie, Tax Collector: Yvonne Crocker, Allison DiPietro and
Michael Zorawowicz, Deputy Tax Collectors Phone 483-2281
Building Inspector/Zoning Officer
Tuesday and Thursday, 8:00 am to 12 00 noon, Friday 8:00 am to
10 00 am in the Town Hall Field inspections: Tuesday and Thursday,
12 30 pm to 4 30 pm David Jore, 483-0516
Budget Committee
On demand in the Town Hall James Headd, Chairman, John
Chambers, Vice Chairman, Dawn Florino, Secretary.
Conservation Commission
Meets on demand in the Town Hall Brenda Sanborn, Chairman, Paul
Raiche, Secretary
Highway Safety Committee
Third Thursday of the month 7 30 pm in the Town Hall David Flight,
Chairman, Yvonne Crocker, Secretary
Planning Board
Wednesdays at 7 00 pm in the Town Hall Formal meeting-second
Wednesday of the month at 7:00 pm Office hours Monday evenings
on demand Russell Sullivan, Chairman: Robyn-Le Kohut, Secretary.
Police Commission
First Tuesday of the month in the Police Department -
Christie, Jr , Chairman: Jackie Daoust, Secretary
7 00 pm Aldis
Recreation Commission
First Thursday of the month, 7 00 pm in the Town Hall. Gale Butler-
Christensen, Chairman, Yvonne Crocker Secretary.
Solid Waste Commission
Third Tuesday of the month in the Town Hall
Secretary
7 30 pm Dawn Florino,
Zoning Board of Adjustment
Meet on demand in the Town Hall the third Tuesday of the month
Albert Samson, Chairman, Yvonne Crocker, Secretary
Auburn Police Department
Edward Picard, Chief Secretary/Dispatchers Paula Page and Dona
Davis Non-emergency number - 483-2134
Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
First Monday of the month in Central Station at 8 00 pm Bruce
Phillips, Chief Emergency number 483-2521 Non emergency number
-483 8141
Auburn Volunteer Rescue Squad
First Tuesday after fire meeting each month in Central Station at 7 00
pm Robert Selinga. EMS Coordinator Emergency number - 483-
2521 Non-emergency number- 483-8141
Auburn Village School
Raymond Bourque, Principal, Bonnie Martin, Secretary
For information, call 483 2769
Auburn School Board
Second Thursday of the month in the school library-7 30 pm
Auburn Village School PTA
Second Monday of the month in the school cafeteria -
Babysitting services available free of charge
7 00-9 00 pm
Auburn Post Office
Monday-Friday Window-7 30 am to 1 1 30 am and 1 00 pm to 5 00
pm; Lobby-6:30 am to 5:00 pm Saturday Window-8 00 am to 12:00
noon Lobby-6 30 am to 12:30 pm Laura Dugas, Postmaster Phone,
483-2007
Massabesic Senior Citizens of Auburn
Every Thursday in the Town Hall at 1 00 pm Visiting Nurse - first
Thursday of the month Theo Themen, President, George Gosselin,
Vice-President, Charlotte Reynolds, Secretary, Betty Hale. Treasurer,
Historical Association
Meetings posted and held in the Town Hall Edward Locke, President,
Mary Griffin, Secretary Second Friday February, April, May
September, October, November
Griffin Free Public Library













12 30 pm-8 00 pm
10,00 am-5:00 pm
10:00 am- 1:00 pm
Tuesday 10:30-11:15 am
Thursday 1:30-2: 15 pm
Lions
Second and fourth Tuesday of the month downstairs in the Town Hall
at 7 00 pm John Chambers, President, Dave Rogers, Secretary
Cub Scouts
Pack meeting, third Friday of the month in the school gym at 7 00 pm.
Gary VanLaarhoven, Cubmaster
Boy Scouts
Every Tuesday in the Longmeadow Congregational Church at 6 30
pm. Thorn Jaffanan, Scoutmaster
Girl Scouts
Troops meet in the Auburn Village School Judith Miller-Nesbitt,
Service Unit Manager
4-H
Meet weekly in homes
Churches
Fair Haven Baptist Church, services Sunday
Longmeadow Congregational Church, services Sunday
St Peter's Catholic Church, Saturday and Sunday Masses
Voter Registration Information
To register to vote, fill out an application at the Town Clerk's office or
contact one of the Supervisors listed Supervisors of the Checklist
Patricia Allard, Susan Jenkins, and Margo Cox
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School Board District Meeting A-5










Bruce A. Mason, Sr. - 1996
TOWN CLERK





Paula T. Marzloff- 1995
Earle F. Wingafe III- 1996
Wallace A. Tifcomb, Jr. - 1997
TAX COLLECTOR








Rebecca S. J. McCarthy
HIGHWAY AGENT
Joseph P. Stacy- 1997
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Gabriele Belden - 1995






Michael T. McCarthy - 1997
Longmeadow Cemetery
C Donald Stritch - 1995
Eva L. Lunnie- 1996
Orrin Chase- 1997
TRUST FUND TRUSTEES
Patricia Allard - 1995
Howard Burgess - 1996
Dorothy Carpenter- 1997
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Susan Jenkins - 1996
Patricia Allard - 1998
Margo Cox - 2000
AUDITORS
Julie Gage- 1995
Frank Edelmann - 1996
BUDGET COMMITTEE
James Headd, Chairman - 1995
John Chambers - 1995
Janice Laventure - 1996
Richard Vinson - 1996 (resigned)




Frank Edelmann - 1995
Hubert J. Topliff- 1996
Aldis J. Christie, Jr.- 1997
Paula T. Marzloff, Selectmen's Rep.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Full Time












(In 1994 Mitchell Henley left the department)




Joseph P. Stacy L. Paul Blais
Ronald Geoffroy Scott Hoffacker
Dennis McCarthy James Thompson
Steve Vanni
PLANNING BOARD
Russell Sullivan, Chairman - 1996
Charles Worster- 1995
Linda Flight -1995
Robert Raymond - 1995 (resigned)
Charles Therriault - 1996
Joseph Leverone - 1997
Peter Martin- 1997
Mark Bellerose
, Alt. - 1996








ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Albert Samson, Chairman - 1997
Orrin Chase, Vice Chairman - 1996
Frank Edelmann - 1995
Louis A Gamache - 1995
Christine McLaughlin - 1996
Daniel Carpenter, Alt. - 1995
Mark Wright, Alt. - 1997








Earl Davis (retired September 1994)
SOLID WASTE COMMISSION
Joseph Koziell- 1995
Jessica Guild - 1995 (resigned)
Janine Gawryl - 1996
John Karpinski - 1996
Charles Therriault, Jr. - 1997 (resigned)
James Lagana, Alt. - 1995
Wallace A Titcomb, Jr., Selectmen's Rep.
RECREATION COMMISSION
Gale Butler Christensen - 1995
Linda Breault - 1997
Ronald Fredette - 1997
Wallace A. Titcomb, Jr., Selectmen's Rep.
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Ann Podlipny- 1995









Eva Komaridis - 1995
Donald Benyo- 1995
David Flight- 1995
Paula T. Marzloff, Selectmen's Rep.
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
LOCAL EMERGENCY PLANNING COMMITTEE
L. Paul Blais, Jr., Coordinator








Earle F. Wingate III, Selectmen's Rep.
HEALTH OFFICER
Leo P. Blais, Sr.






State of New Hampshire
REPRESENTATIVES TO GENERAL COURT
C. Donald Stritch (Auburn)











OFFICE OF THE SELECTMEN
PO BOX 309 AIIBITCN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03032 TEL. 483 5052
To The Residents of Auburn:
As we prepared to draft this letter, a quick review of past reports
reminded us of issues of prior years. It seems safe to say that the economy
is finally turned uphill, ever so slightly. We see signs at the local level
of improvement. The Planning Board is reviewing proposed subdivisions,
building permits are going out, and plans are being looked into for future
school needs.
The really good news is that the Town did not need to borrow in
anticipation of taxes this year. The thanks are to all the townspeople who
paid their taxes in a timely manner, eliminating the need to borrow. This
saves the Town thousands in interest payments.
Steps were made to bring the town hall into compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act. The project to install a lift and make the restrooms
handicap accessible was bid in the fall, and work began in December.
Once again, we invite all to participate in running Town government by
volunteering to serve on a committee or board. Volunteers save the Town many
tax dollars and help the Town to run smoothly. A full complement of members
shares the work load and makes the work easier for all.
We remind you of your opportunity to vote on Tuesday, March 14, 1995,
School District Meeting on Friday, March 17, 1995, and Town Meeting on
Saturday, March 18, 1995. This is your chance to affect how your tax dollars
are spent and to make a difference in the decisions that steer the governing
of the Town for the ensuing year.
Paula T. Marzloff, Chairman- 1995
Earle F. .JJingate, III - 1996
'Adkl fd £
7
Wallace A. Titcomb, Jr. - 1997
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Town Warrant
State of New Hampshire - Rockingham, SS
To the inhabitants of the Town of Auburn, in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the gymnasium in the
Auburn Village School in said Auburn on Tuesday, March the
fourteenth of next, at seven of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subject:
To bring your ballots for:
FIRST: Selectman for three years
Selectman for one year
Treasurer for one year
Auditor for two years
Cemetery Trustee for three years (Auburn Village)
Cemetery Trustee for three years (Longmeadow)
Library Trustee for three years
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years
Police Commission for three years
SECOND: Are you in favor of increasing the size of the mem-
bership of the Auburn Conservation Commission from three
(3) to five (5) members, as is authorized by RSA Chapter 36-
A. Also, to remove the stipulation that one of the members be
appointed from one of the members of the Planning Board?
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen) ( Recommended
by the Conservation Commission)
THIRD: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article No.
3 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend the Ordinance to add a new Article 3.20 entitled,
"Use and Disposal of Sewage Sludge and Septage,"to
regulate the stockpiling, treatment, land application and
disposal of sewage sludge and septage by imposing addi-
tional and more stringent requirements for the land applica-
tion and surface disposal of sewage sludge.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
FOURTH: Are you in favor of the adoption of Warrant Article
No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board, for the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article Three (3), Section 3.15, known as the Flood
Plain Development Regulations to add a new subpart
defining the term, "Recreational Vehicle," to add require-
ments regarding the placement of recreational vehicles
within the flood plain, to further define the provisions per-
taining to a variance from these regulations, and to make
other minor editorial changes to the regulation as recom-
mended by the Southern New Hampshire Planning
Commission. (Recommended by the Planning Board)
Polls will be open at 7:00 am and close at 7:00 pm.
You are also notified to meet on Saturday, March the eigh-
teenth next, at 1 :00 pm, at the Auburn Village School to con-
sider the following articles:
FIFTH: To see if the Town will vote to accept such Trust Funds
as may come in during the year and Trust Funds as have not
been previously accepted.
SIXTH: To see if the Town will vote to use the income of the H.
B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
SEVENTH: We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town
of Auburn, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Town of
Auburn to see if the Town will vote to have Budget Committee
members at large elected at the Town Meeting rather than








































Albert W Blake, Jr
Amelia M Sullivan
Thomas J McGrath, Sr
Stephen Holden
David Double
EIGHTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to appoint the fire chief, with firefighters appointed
by the Board of Selectmen, upon recommendation of the fire
chief.
NINTH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum not to exceed Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars
($25,000.00) for the Fire Department purchase of an SCBA air
compressor, air cascade, and equipment in connection there-
with. (Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (Amount included
in the Budget)
TENTH: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Twenty Thousand DOIIars ($20,000.00) for expens-
es relative to the 150th Anniversary Celebration for the Town
of Auburn, with said celebration on June 23, 24, and 25, 1995.
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen) (Recommended
by the Budget Committee) (Amount included in the Budget)
ELEVENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to enter into a four (4) year lease/purchase agree-
ment for the purpose of leasing a new skid steer loader for the
Town of Auburn for use by the Solid Waste Disposal and
Recycling Facility and to raise and appropriate the sum of
Four Thousand Four hundred Sixty-Two and 66/100 Dollars
($4,462.66) for the fiscal year 1 995 lease payment, or to take
any other action relative thereto. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen) (Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Amount included in the Budget)
TWELFTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept gifts, for the use of the Town as may now
or hereafter be forthcoming.
THIRTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
FOURTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by tax
deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with right to reject all
bids.
FIFTEENTH: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to make application for and to receive and spend
such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for Town purpos-
es as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming from Federal,
State, local or private agencies.
SIXTEENTH: To hear the report of the Budget Committee and
to see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate to defray Town charges and legal obligations for
the ensuing year.
SEVENTEENTH: To transact any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this twentieth day of
February A. D. 1995.
THE SELECTMEN OF THE TOWN OF AUBURN
Paula T Marzloff , Chairman
Wallace A. Titcomb, Jr.
Frank Edelmann
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Report of the Town Clerk
January 1 , 1 994 to December 31 , 1 994
Balance Brought Forward 1/1/94 $25 .00
RECEIPTS
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS $367,160.00
Bad Check Charges 90.00
Less Refunds - 568.00
366,682.00
MARRIAGE LICENSES 760.00




Fines and Late Fees 1 ,61 6.00
Less Town Clerk Fee - 351 .50
Less Remittal to State -1 ,610.00
4,520.00
TOWN ELECTION FILING FEES 6.00
VITAL RECORD SEARCH FEES 132.00




Motor Vehicle Permits 367,250.00
Marriage Licenses 760.00
Dogs 6,481.50
Town Election Filing Fees 6.00
Vital Record Search Fees 132.00
Less Remittances as above - 3,421 .50
$ 371,110.00
Balance December 31, 1994 $25 00
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF AUBURN N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1 , 1 9 95 to December 31,1 9 95 or for Fiscal Year
From 19 to 19
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public
hearing must be held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the town
clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5






Annual Town Meeting - March 1 994
The Annual Town Meeting for the Town of Auburn, NH
was called to order by the Moderator, Bruce A. Mason, Sr.,
at 7:00 AM on March 8, 1994.
After reading the warrant, the moderator displayed the
empty ballot box and voting proceeded until 7:00 PM with
the absentee ballots being cast at 2:00 PM.
The business meeting of the Town was adjourned to
Saturday, March 12, 1994 at 1:00 PM to take up Articles
Two through Eleven.
Article One was decided on the written ballot on March
8, 1994 with the following results. A total of 506 voted.
Number of registered voters: 2396.
ARTICLE ONE: To bring your ballots for:
Moderator for two years
Bruce A. Mason, Sr. 499
James Headd (write-in) 2
Daniel Carpenter (write-in) 2
Selectman for three years (all write-ins)












And a smattering of single votes
Treasurer for one year
Judith Miller-Nesbitt 495
Rebecca McCarthy (write-in) 2
Auditor for two years
Frank Edelmann 491
And a smattering of single votes





And a smattering of single votes
Supervisor of Checklist for six years
Margo L. Cox 450
Library Trustee for three years
Nancy C. Hanger 431
And a smattering of single votes
Cemetery Trustee (Auburn Village) three years
Michael T McCarthy 446
Donald Dollard (write-in) 1
Cemetery Trustee (Longmeadow) three years
Orrin H. Chase 456
Cemetery Trustee (Longmeadow) two years
Eva L. Lunnie 466
Trust Fund Trustee for three years
Dorothy J. Carpenter 434
And a smattering of single votes
Police Commission for three years
Aldis J. Christie, Jr. 244
Albert J. Samson 231
Hubert Topliff 3
Police Commission for two years
Donald Benyo 207
Hubert J. Topliff 254
Charles Kellett 1
Police Commission for one year
James R. Andrus 200
Frank Edelmann 270
Donald Benyo 2
And a smattering of single votes
The adjourned business meeting was called to order by
the Moderator, Bruce A. Mason, Sr., at 1 :00 PM on
Saturday, March 12, 1994. The Moderator read the results
of the ballot voting on Tuesday. Persons elected on
Tuesday were sworn in by the Town Clerk. There were 174
registered voters in attendance.
ARTICLE TWO: To see if the Town will vote to accept such
Trust Funds as may come in during the year and Trust
Funds as have not been previously accepted.
Paula Marzloff moved the question as printed.
Seconded by Joe Stacy. No discussion. Article Two
passed.
ARTICLE THREE: To see if the Town will vote to use the
income of the H.B. Burnham Fund for the schools or library.
David Griffin moved that the funds be used for the
library. Seconded by Mary Griffin. Article Three passed as
moved.
ARTICLE FOUR: We the undersigned registered voters
petition the Town of Auburn, New Hampshire to see if the
Town will raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
and 00/1 00 Dollars ($500.00) for the support of the MASS-

































(Not recommended by the Board of Selectmen)(Not recom-
mended by the Budget Committee)(Amount not included in
the budget)
Theobald Therrien moved Article Four be accepted as
read. Seconded by Forest Warren. The Board of
Selectmen and the Budget Committee explained that the
town is prohibited by law to expend monies to a private
organization. After discussion, Ron Fredette moved to vote
on the question. Hubert Topliff seconded. Motion passed
and vote was then taken on the moved article. Article Four
was defeated.
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ARTICLE FIVE: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to accept gifts for the use of the Town as
may now or hereafter be forthcoming.
Article was moved by Earle Wingate and seconded by
Robert Hayes Article Five passed.
ARTICLE SIX: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Charles Kellett moved Article Six as printed. Seconded
by Richard Shackelton. Article Six passed.
ARTICLE SEVEN: To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed Thirty-Five Thousand
Dollars ($35,000.00) for the Auburn Volunteer Fire
Department to refurbish and equip the 1980 Ford,
Emergency One fire engine. (Recommended by the Board
of Selectmen) ( Recommended by the Budget Committee)
(Amount included in the budget)
Bruce Phillips moved Article Seven and Leo Blais sec-
onded. Bruce Phillips, Fire Chief, explained that to refur-
bish means to bring back up to standard so that we may
get another 10 years use from this truck. It would cost
approximately $220,000 to replace this vehicle. Vote was
taken and Article Seven passed.
At this time Fire Chief Phillips presented the
Outstanding Fireman of the Year Award to Steve Vanni for
his service to the Auburn Fire Department. Mr. Vanni
accepted stating that he has received great rewards by
helping people.
Selectman Paula Marzloff expressed thanks on behalf
of the Town of Auburn and the Board of Selectmen to
Charlie Kellett for his service to the town as Selectman for
the past three years. She presented him with his name
plate engraved with the dates of service. Charlie thanked
everyone and explained that new job responsibilities pre-
vented him from filing for another term, but said that he
might be back to serve again. He stated that he hoped his-
tory would record that he served well.
Earl Rmker, Governor's Executive Councilor, addressed
the meeting. He complimented the Board of Selectmen on
their work this past year, especially Charlie Kellett as
Chairman. He gave an overview of his job, and profiled cur-
rent road projects. He reminded the town that he lives in
Auburn, his phone number being in the phone book, and
would be willing to help anyone having any difficulty with
any branch of state government.
ARTICLE EIGHT: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to dispose of any or all property acquired by
tax deed, by public auction or sealed bid, with right to reject
all bids.
Paula Marzloff moved Article Eight as written. Susan
Jenkins seconded Article Eight passed.
ARTICLE NINE: To see if the Town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to make application for and to receive and
spend such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for
Town purposes as may now, or hereafter be forthcoming
from Federal, State, local or private agencies.
Charles Kellett moved Article Nine and John Davis second-
ed Article Nine passed.
Selectman Marzloff discussed the expected impact on
the tax rate. She explained that with a larger than expected
increase in the tax base, an increase in expected rev-
enues, and monies returned as unexpended from 1993, the
tax rate should show either no increase or minimal
-15-
increase. These factors should take care of the twenty-five
cent town increase and the $1 .39 school increase.
ARTICLE TEN: To hear the report of the Budget
Committee and to see what sum of money the Town will
vote to raise and appropriate to defray Town charges and
legal obligations for the ensuing year.
James Headd, Chairman of the Budget Committee,
moved that One Million, Three Hundred Seventy Three
Thousand, Three Hundred and Thirty Dollars
($1,373,330.00) be appropriated. Bruce Phillips seconded.
It was explained that the $20,000 increase is due to the
need to add to the winter maintenance budget because of
the severe winter we have had.
Alan Cote moved that Line 4550 Library be amended to
read $33,996.00, a reduction of $5,405. Seconded by
Michael Caron. Mr. Cote explained that this is a message
that they do not want a new library. Town Council explained
that while you may vote to reduce any line item, that it
would be only instructive to the Selectmen. The Selectmen
need only to stay within the bottom line voted.
Gabriele Belden explained that the increase in the
library budget was due to increased salary because of an
increase in hours and a security system. The town was
reminded that the library still does not have running water
or bathroom.
After much discussion, Bruce Phillips moved to vote on
the amendment. Seconded by Don Houle. Vote was yes to
stop discussion. Vote was taken on amendment to change
line 4550 Library to $33,996.00. Amendment failed.
Russell Sullivan, Chairman of the Planning Board,
explained the increase in their budget. There are still two
cases in litigation, so there is an increase in legal fees, and
$20,000 will be expended for a new Master Plan which is
updated every five years.
Paula Marzloff explained that the largest increases are
$30,000 to make the town hall handicapped accessible (a
one-time expense), $20,000 for the Master Plan and the
$35,000 for refurbishing the fire truck.
Vote was taken Article Ten passed and One Million,
Three Hundred Seventy Three Thousand, Three
Hundred Thirty Dollars ($1 ,373,330.00) was appropriat-
ed to defray Town charges and legal obligations for the
ensuing year.
ARTICLE ELEVEN: To transact any other business that
may legally come before the meeting.
Frank Edelmann thanked everyone who has served as
officers or on boards and committees this year. He urged
people to get involved. He said new blood is needed. Frank
expressed gratitude to those attending Town Meeting, but
asked "Where are the other 2200 voters?"
Earle "Sandy" Wingate also thanked all the volunteers
and persons serving the Town. He has now completed one
year as Selectman and said he has received only ten
phone calls this year regarding town problems or ques-
tions. People are just not interested. He made a plea for
volunteers to continue Old Home Days, he said, "I hate to
see it go."
Anna Davis made a motion to adjourn. Seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 2:15 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy H. Gagnon, Town Clerk
Detailed Statement of Payments
TOWN SALARIES
Leo P. Blais. Sr., Health Officer
Howard C Burgess Trustee Trust Funds
Columbine S Cleaves. Office Manager
Yvonne G Crocker, Deputy Tax Collector
Dawn M Curran, Budget Committee Secretary
Allison M DiPietro, Deputy Tax Collector
Dawn I Flormo. Budget Committee Secretary
Nancy Gagnon, Town Clerk
Pamela S Henley, Mgr Info & Assessing Svcs
Pamela S Henley, Budget Comm Secretary
Charles D Kellett Selectman
Joan B Krohn, Deputy Town Clerk
Eva L Lunnie, Tax Collector
Paula T Marzloff Selectman
Rebecca S J, McCarthy, Treasurer
Rebecca S J McCarthy, Deputy Treasurer
Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Clerk
Judith Miller-Nesbitt. Treasurer
Wallace A Tltcomb, Jr., Selectman
Earle F Wingate, III. Selectman
General Government
Patricia A Allard, Supervisor of Checklist
Brenda M Beer, Counter
Marjone P. Chase, Ballot Clerk
Orrin H. Chase, Ballot Clerk
Columbine S Cleaves, Counter
Jarlene M Cornett, Counter
Margo L. Cox, Supervisor of Checklist
Nancy H Gagnon. Town Clerk
Mary F Griffin, Deputy Town Clerk
Pamela S Henley, Counter
Susan N. Jenkins. Supervisor of Checklist
Charles D Kellett, Selectman
Janice D Laventure, Counter
Leonard L Laventure, Booths
Paula T Marzloff, Selectman
Bruce Mason, Moderator
Jeanne A Mason, Counter
Dale W Phillips, Ballot Clerk
Judith A Pineault, Ballot Clerk
Mary Ann Rolfe, Ballot Clerk
Shirley O Stark, Ballot Clerk
Wallace A Titcomb, Jr., Selectman
Earle F. Wingate, III, Selectman
Elections & Registration
George A Eaton, Janitor
Alan L Villeneuve, Groundskeeper
Town Hall and Other Buildings
Yvonne G Crocker, Hwy Safety Secretary
Joseph P Stacy, Road Agent
Highways & Streets
Yvonne G Crocker, Zoning Board Secretary
David S. Jore, Building Inspector
Robyn-Le Kohut, Planning Board Secretary
Planning and Zoning
Gary F. Bartis, Full Time Officer
Gary F Bartis. DWI Patrol
Gary F. Bartis, Special Event
Gary F. Bartis Witness Fees
Yvonne G Crocker, Police Comm Secretary
Jacqueline M Daoust, Police Comm Secretary
Dona J Davis, Secretary/Dispatcher
Donald G Eaton, Police Lieutenant
Donald G Eaton, Special Event
Donna S Feenstra, Part Time Officer
Donna S Feenstra, Special Event
Donna S Feenstra, Witness Fees
David C Flight, Full Time Officer
David C Flight, DWI Patrol
David C Flight, Special Event
David C Flight, Witness Fees
Thomas F Gonzales, Part Time Officer
Thomas F Gonzales, Witness Fees
Daniel A Goonan, Part Time Officer
Daniel A Goonan Special Event
Daniel A Goonan, Witness Fees















































Assessment Services for NH, Assessor
Avitar Associates, Assessor
Plodzik & Sanderson Audit
CompuSense Inc Computer Service
Atlantic Turnkey Corporation Computer Service
Cocci Computer Services Inc Computer Service
Eva L Lunnie. Tax Collector Reimbursement
NH Tax Collectors Assoc Tax Collector
LEGAL EXPENSES
Wadleigh Starr Peters, Legal Expenses
Sheehan, Phmney Bass & Green. Legal Expenses
Beaumont & Campbell PA, Legal Expenses
Michels & Michels, Legal Expenses
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
First NH Bank FICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, FICA
First NH Bank, Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr Medicare
NH Retirement System. Ret , Group I Emp
PLANNING & ZONING
Southern New Hampshire, Books
Treasurer, State of NH Books
Davis & Towle Disability Insurance
Building Officials and Code, Dues and Workshops
David Jore Dues and Workshops-Reimbursement




Duval Survey Inc , Engineering Fees
First NH Bank, FICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, FICA
NHMA Health Ins Trust, Health Insurance
Union Leader Corporation, Legal Ads
Wadleigh, Starr, Peters, Legal Expenses




First NH Bank Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr Medicare
David Jore Mileage
Precision Press, Permits and Letterheads
Building Officials and Code, Permits and Lthds
Postmaster Postage
Stamped Envelope Unit, Postage
Rockingham County Reg of Deeds Rec Fees
Building Officials and Code. Supplies
New England Duplicator, Supplies
Treasurer State of NH Supplies
Chester Hardware, Supplies
New England Telephone, Telephone/Bldg Insp.
AT&T Telephone Building Insp
Mobilemedia Telephone/Building Insp
NYNEX, Telephone Building Insp
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Jim Trombly Plumbing, Town Hall Code Imp
Public Service of NH, Town Hall Elec
First NH Bank, Town Hall, FICA
Internal Revenue Svc Ctr, Town Hall, FICA
Massabesic Senior Citizens Town Hall, Janitor
First NH Bank Town Hall Medicare
Internal Revenue Svc Ctr Town Hall, Medicare
Viking Oil, Town Hall Oil
Granite State Fire Systems. Town Hall. Repairs
Gerard A LaFlamme Town Hall. Repairs
Jim Trombly Plumbing Town Hall. Repairs




MLM Construction. Town Hall, Repairs
Kent Clean Septic, Town Hall, Repairs
Swam Plumbing & Heating Inc , Town Hall, Repairs




Dan Carpenter Inc Town Hall, Supplies




Pamela Henley Town Hall Supplies-Reimburse
Stan s Masury Paint Store, Inc
,
Town Hall, Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Town Hall, Supplies
Otficemax Inc Town Hall, Supplies






















































































David Jenkins, Insurance Retention Trust Fund
W D Perkins. Insurance Retention Trust Fund
Hamel Auto Body Inc , Ins Retention Trust Fund
Owen's Marine Inc., Ins Retention Trust Fund
Town of Auburn, Insurance Retention Trust Fund
NHMA Property-Liability Ins , NH Mun Prop Liab
Compensation Funds of NH, NH Mun Unempl
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
NH Municipal Assoc , Municipal Assoc
Southern New Hampshire Planning Comm.
OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Emblem and Badge, Inc., Contingency Fund
Elliot Homecare & Hospice, Contingency Fund
Trout Unlimited, Contingency Fund
Rockingham County Reg of Deeds, Rec Fees
Susan Jenkins, Recording Fees
Union Leader Corp , Advertising
Country Town Ledger, Advertising
Neighborhood Publications, Inc., Advertising
Brown's River Bindery Inc., Book Binding
Boy Scout Troop 127, Book Delivery
Auburn Cub Scouts, Book Delivery
Auburn Girl Scouts, Book Delivery
NH Health Officers Assn, Conf/Seminars/Dues
NH Mun Sec Assn, Conf/Seminars/Dues
Pamela Henley, Conf/Seminars/Dues-Reimb
Earle Wingate III, Conf/Seminars/Dues-Reimb.
NH Assn of Assessing Offic, Conf/Seminars/Dues
Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Conf/Seminars/Dues-Reimb
Taft Business Machine, Copier
Pamela Henley, Mileage
Leo P. Blais, Sr., Mileage
Judith Miller-Nesbitt, Mileage
Petty Cash, Postage
Eva L Lunnie, Postage-Reimb.
Postmaster, Postage
Nancy Gagnon, Postage-Reimb






Capitol Business Forms, Inc , Printing
Petty Cash, Supplies
Emblem and Badge, Inc , Supplies
Manchester Water Works, Supplies
Office Dimensions, Supplies
Emergency Warning Systems, Supplies
Carl & Joan Jones, Supplies
Nancy Gagnon, Supplies-Reimb
Homestead Press, Supplies
Taft Business Machine, Supplies
Stamped Envelope Unit, Supplies





Capitol Business Forms, Inc., Supplies
INMAC, Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Supplies
Evans Printing, Supplies
Cocci Computer Svcs, Inc., Supplies
Marion Office Products, Supplies
OfficeMax Inc., Supplies
VAC Corporation, Supplies
Certified Wholesalers, Inc., Supplies
SPACE, Supplies
Eastern Analytical Inc., Supplies


























































































Dollard Associates, Tax Map Update
Melissa McCarthy Town Outing
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Union Leader Corp , Advertising
Neighborhood Publications. Inc . Advertising
Strategic Software Systems Computer
Emergency Warning Systems, Cruiser Maint
Auburn Supermarket, Cruiser Maint
Paula Page, Cruiser Maint -Reimb
D & J Automotive, Cruiser Maint
Portland Glass, Cruiser Maint
Gladstone Ford Chry-Ply, Cruiser Maint
Granite State Tire, Cruiser Maint




New England Fire Equip , Co , Cruiser Maint
Autofair Ford Inc , Cruiser Maint
Manchester Auto Glass Co Inc , Cruiser Maint
Auburn Tire & Toys, Cruiser Maint
Londonderry BP, Cruiser Maint
GCR Truck Tire Centers, Cruiser Maint
Hillsboro Farms Mobil, Cruiser Maint
Treasurer State of NH, Custodial
Time For You, Custodial
New England Office Custodial
Hi-Tech, Custodial
Davis & Towle, Disability Insurance
First NH Bank, FICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr FICA
Christopher E. Peters, Firearms
Riley's Sport Shop, Firearms
Benson Lumber & Hardware, Inc
,
Firearms
Brownell's Inc , Firearms
Wind River Trading Co ., Firearms





NHMA Health Insurance Trust Health Insurance
Elliot Hospital, Medical
Bedford Commons Radiology PC, Medical
Manchester Internal Medicine, Medical
First NH Bank, Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr, Medicare
Canon Financial Services Inc., Office Equipment
Granite State Office Systems, Office Equipment
Precision Press, Office Supplies
Office Dimensions, Office Supplies
Seamans, Office Supplies
Auburn Supermarket, Office Supplies
Carl & Joan Jones, Office Supplies
Edward Picard, Office Supphes-Reimb
Viking Office Products, Office Supplies
Photos Plus Inc , Office Supplies
Quill Corporation, Office Supplies
Schwaab, Inc . Office Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Office Supplies
Claire Connors-CBC Marketing, Office Supplies
Granite State Office Systems, Office Supplies
VAC Corporation, Office Supplies
Edward Picard, Other Contingencies-Reimb
Crystal Orchid Florist, Other Contingencies
John Kilgore, Other Contingencies
Photos Plus Inc., Photography
Perfecta Camera Corp, Photography




Jim Trombly Plumbing, Plant Costs
ADT Security Systems, Plant Costs




Fleetmaster Corp, Police Cruiser
Ron Matteau, Police Cruiser
Emergency Warning Systems, Police Equipment
C & B Electronics, Police Equipment
Neptune Inc . Police Equipment
Treasurer State of NH, Police Equipment
Galls Inc . Police Equipment
Chester Hardware. Police Equipment
Mobilemedia, Police Equipment
Emergency Warning Systems, Police Supplies






















































































Sirchie Finger Print Lab, Police Supplies 16096
Central Equipment Co . Police Supplies 89 00
Edward Picard, Police Supplies-Reimb 49 96
David Flight, Police Supplies-Reimb 19.97
Golden Rule Creations, Police Supplies 329.41
Animal Care Equip & Services, Police Supplies 31 50
Mobilemedia, Police Supplies 29 40
Pitney-Bowes Inc , Postage 1 20 00
Postmaster, Postage 509 69
Postmaster, Postage 58 00
Treasurer State of NH, Radar 1 30 00
C & B Electronics, Radio Maintenance 1,234 86
Barlen Electronics, Radio Maintenance 945 00
NH Retirement System, Retirement 51 1 02
NH Municipal Association, Subscriptions/Dues 20.00
NH Police Association, Subscriptions/Dues 74 00
NH Association of Chiefs, Subscriptions/Dues 50 00
Edward Picard, Subscriptions/Dues-Reimb 33 90
Intl Assn for Identification, Subscriptions/Dues 100.00
Lawyer Diary & Manual, Subscriptions/Dues 35 00
Butterworth, Subscriptions/Dues 241 24
New Hampshire Bar Association, Subscriptions/Dues 70 00
Natl Assn of Chiefs of Police, Subscriptions/Dues 36.00
NH D ARE Officers Assn, Subscriptions/Dues 10.00
Rockingham County Law, Subscriptions/Dues 60 00
Barnes & Noble Bookstore, Subscriptions/Dues 57 95
New England Telephone, Telephone 945 18
Telephone Network Technologies, Telephone 209 00
Cellular One, Telephone 442 85
AT&T, Telephone 220 45
AT&T, Telephone 79 72
AT&T, Telephone 340.20
NYNEX, Telephone 4,423 33
US Electronics Service Center, Telephone 27.95
Edward Picard, Training-Reimb. 1,026.56
Apollo Travel Services, Training 339.50
SAS, Training 1,020 00
Days Inn of Scottsdale, Training 788 29
Donald Eaton, Training-Reimb 304.56
Emergency Warning Systems, Uniforms 4 50
Mitchell Henley, Uniforms-Reimb 94.99
Neptune Inc., Uniforms 3,009.90
Edward Picard, Uniforms-Reimb. 70.00
Michael McGillen, Uniforms-Reimb 750
Jeffrey Harrington, Uniforms-Reimb. 32 00
R Paul Sanford, Witness Fees 51
Michael McGillen, Witness Fees 5 10
Jeffrey Harrington, Witness Fees 10 20
Gary Bartis, Witness Fees 27.20
Thomas Wickey, Witness Fees 4 76
Auburn District Court, Witness Fees 30 00
Scott Tardiff, Witness Fees 5 95
Daniel Goonan, Witness Fees 9 35
$98,390.97
AMBULANCE
Town of Derry, Derry Ambulance Service 45.000 00
$45,000.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Leblanc's Hardware, Building Maintenance 43 65
Treasurer State of NH, Building Maintenance 25 00
David Jenkins, Building Maintenance 786 00
Jim Trombly Plumbing, Building Maintenance 158 00
Derry Locksmith, Building Maintenance 85.45
Bruce Phillips, Building Mamtenance-Reimb 29 56
Graybar Electric Co. Inc., Building Maintenance 495.71
Viking Oil. Building Maintenance 2,609 00
NH Blacktop Sealers Inc , Building Maintenance 500 00
Gill Distributing Co
,
Building Maintenance 620 00
R G Tombs Door Co. Inc., Building Maintenance 900 00
The Lane Construction Corp., Building Maintenance 469 03
WW Grainger Inc., Building Maintenance 239 45
Kent Clean Septic. Building Maintenance 188 68
Derry Fire Department. Derry Dispatch 2.042 50
Auburn Supermarket II, Diesel 387 90
Manchester Water Works, Diesel 744 88
C & S Specialty Inc., Dry Hydrants 314.50
Colonial Supply Corp., Dry Hydrants 88 49
JH Rolfe Construction Co., Dry Hydrants 165 00
Public Service of NH. Electric 6.119 59
C & S Specialty Inc.. Equipment Maintenance 821 00
LeBlanc's Hardware Inc., Equipment Maintenance 16 39
Emergency Warning Systems, Equipment Maintenance 140 00
Treasurer State of NH, Equipment Maintenance 25 00
Granite State Fire Systems, Equipment Maintenance 138 00
Physio Control Corp , Equipment Maintenance 900 00
18-
Galls Inc Equipment Maintenance 94 87
Poseidon Air Systems, Equipment Maintenance 1 1 2.25
Auburn Power Equipment Equipment Maintenance 196.87
New England Fire Equipment Co
,
Equipment Maintenance 56 00
Concord Fire Extinguisher Svc, Equipment Maintenance 45 00
Gill Distributing Co Equipment Maintenance 89.70
Superior Saw & Carbide Tool Co., Equipment Maintenance 9.08
Independent Marine Surveyors Equipment Maintenance 116 50
Owen's Marine Inc Equipment Maintenance 70 00
Wright Alarms. Inc . Equipment Maintenance 35 00
CSS Specialty Inc , Fire Training 88,34
Auburn Supermarket, Fire Training 45.1
1
Dennis McCarthy, Fire Training 443 00
NH Fire Standards & Training, Fire Training 250.00
James Thompson. Fire Training 170 00
Ronald Geoffroy, Fire Training 150 00
Benjamin Eaton, Fire Training 120 00
New England Academy, Fire Training 1 ,695.99
Robert Grenier Forest Fires 48 65
Mike DiPietro, Forest Fires 27 80
Dan Lawrence, Forest Fires 160 95
John Rolfe, Forest Fires 55 60
Bruce Phillips, Forest Fires 269.85
Dennis McCarthy, Forest Fires 64.40
J H Rolfe Construction Co , Forest Fires 134.70
Paul Thernen, Forest Fires 41.70
James Thompson. Forest Fires 64.40
Scott Hoffacker, Forest Fires 80.50
Paul Blais, Forest Fires 80 50
Robert Selinga, Forest Fires 27.80
Marilyn Thernen, Forest Fires 13.90
Ronald Geoffroy, Forest Fires 104 65
Robert OLeary, Forest Fires 145 95
Jim Stacy, Forest Fires 13 90
Steve Vanni, Forest Fires 120,00
Joseph Stacy, Forest Fires 136 85
Peter Mannarmi, Forest Fires 78,65
Steven Davis, Forest Fires 69 50
Jason Pmault, Forest Fires 6.95
Colin Roach, Forest Fires 70 60
Bill Wright, Forest Fires 64 75
Susan Anderson, Forest Fires 13.90
Richard Kiley, Forest Fires 98 40
Town of Chester, Forest Fires 266 06
Mark Manocchio Forest Fires 34 75
Peter Boudreau Forest Fires 35 85
Todd Dignard, Forest Fires 126 20
David Totsch. Forest Fires 21 95
Walter Emerson, Forest Fires 13,90
Heather Lemay, Forest Fires 27.80
Charles Cole, Forest Fires 13.10
Glen Gibby, Forest Fires 52 40
Auburn Supermarket II, Gasoline 60 00
Manchester Water Works Gasoline 38 25
Auburn Supermarket Gasoline 70 49
C & S Specialty Inc
, Generator 303. 1
2
Nespack, Inc , Generator 290 00
Nault's Honda Generator 4 950 00
S.E.N H.H.MM.AD. Hazmat 2,041.62
Viking Oil Heating 2,072,84
C & S Specialty Inc
, New Equipment 4.464 85
Galls Inc
,
New Equipment 65 94
Auburn Volunteer Fire, New Equipment 150,00
Scott Hoffacker New Equipment-Reimb 23 96
New England Fishing Gear Inc
, New Equipment 240 00
Fire and Rescue Institute Inc
,
New Equipment 87.00
Emergency Warning Systems, New Radios 138 00
C & B Electronics, New Radios 2936 28
Ossipee Mountain Electronics. New Radios 5,510 27
Direct Safety Company,Occup Health & Safety 80 50
B&S Industries, Occup Health & Safety 267.00
Lab Safety Supply, Occup, Health & Safety 810 71
Peter Boudreau, Occup, Health & Safety Reimb 10 00
David Totsch Occup Health & Safety-Reimb 15 00
Precision Press, Office Cleaning/Supplies 170,33
Robert Grenier, Office Cleaning/Supplies-Reimb 24 66
Interstate Emergency Unit, Office Cleaning/Supplies 100 00
Hatch Printing Company, Office Cleaning/Supplies 150 00
Auburn Supermarket Office Cleaning/Supplies 1 70 09
Belmont Springs Water Co Inc., Office Cleaning/Supplies 154.80
Union Leader Corporation, Office Cleaning/Supplies 223.20
Ossipee Mountain Electronics, Office Cleaning/Supplies 9.45
Bruce Phillips, Office Cleaning/Supplies-Reimb 107.70
National Fire Protection Assoc, Office Cleaning/Supplies 446 00
National Volunteer Fire Council, Office Cleaning/Supplies 40 00
Border Area Mutual Office Cleaning/Supplies 25.00
Treasurer State of NH, Office Cleaning/Supplies 35 00
NH Fire Prevention Society, Office Cleaning/Supplies 12 00
James Thompson, Office Cleaning/Supplies-Reimb 39 00
Devine Systems, Inc., Office Cleaning/Supplies 380 00
Advanced Maintenance Products, Office Cleaning/Supplies 143 90
Paul Blais, Office Cleaning/Supplies-Reimb 310,97
Ronald Geoffroy, Office Cleaning/Supplies-Reimb 41 00
OfficeMax Inc , Office Cleaning/Supplies 490 52
NH Association of Fire Chiefs, Office Cleaning/Supplies 20 00
Bill Wright. Office Cleaning/Supplies-Reimb 1 1 7 35
Fire Chief, Office Cleaning/Supplies 40 00
Coastal Business Machines, Office Cleaning/Supplies 85 00
Fire Engineering, Office Cleaning/Supplies 49.90
Liberty Press, Office Cleaning/Supplies 24.30




Emergency Warning Systems, Radio Repair 19 00
C & B Electronics, Radio Repair 81 1,70
Ossipee Mountain Electronics, Radio Repair 418 00
Scott Hoffacker, Radio Repair-Reimb. 30 06
Motorola Midwest Pager Care, Radio Repair 400 00
Northeast Airgas, Rescue Supplies 370,63
Physio Control Corp, , Rescue Supplies 1 50 00
First Aid Home Care, Rescue Supplies 236,60
Microflex Medical Corp., Rescue Supplies 240.00
NH Fire Standards & Training, Rescue Training 125.00
Steve Vanni, Rescue Training 160,00
New England Academy, Rescue Training 550.00
Peter Boudreau, Rescue Training 160 00
C & S Specialty Inc , Rescue/New Equipment 476 10
Federal Surplus Property, Rescue/New Equipment 40 00
Galls Inc
,
Rescue/New Equipment 86 49
First Aid Home Care, Rescue/New Equipment 663 25
B&S Industries, Rescue/New Equipment 89 97
New England Fishing Gear Inc., Rescue/New Equipment 219,58
New England Telephone, Telephone 697,99
Bruce Phillips, Telephone-Reimb, 34.96
Cellular One, Telephone 345 83
AT&T, Telephone 14 32
Mobilemedia, Telephone 70 00
NYNEX, Telephone 3,555.30
Emergency One Inc., Truck Lease/Purchase 28,853 45
Sanel Auto Parts, Truck Maintenance 697 96
C & S Specialty Inc., Truck Maintenance 476 00
Dan Lawrence, Truck Maintenance-Reimb 17 50
Northern Auto Works, Truck Maintenance 120 00
Manchester Mack Sales Inc
,
Truck Maintenance 121 69
Moquins Starter & Alternator, Truck Maintenance 712.00
Bruce Phillips, Truck Maintenance-Reimb. 56.55
Dennis McCarthy, Truck Maintenance-Reimb. 10.00
Colonial Supply Corp., Truck Maintenance 101.03
Michael Daoust, Truck Maintenance-Reimb. 30.00
Greenwood Fire Apparatus Inc., Truck Maintenance 666 70
Alco Equipment, Inc., Truck Maintenance 23 35
Scott Hoffacker, Truck Maintenance-Reimb 41 79
Stephen Babin, Truck Maintenance 125 00
Gill Distributing Co., Truck Maintenance 2,128.23
Goldstar Chemical Corp., Truck Maintenance 266.30
RG Tombs Door Co Inc., Truck Maintenance 700,00
W D Perkins, Truck Maintenance 1,103.35
Auburn Tire & Toys, Truck Maintenance 546 00
Liberty International Trucks, Truck Maintenance 32 64
Stateline Plumbing & Heating, Truck Maintenance 14259
$103,321.76
OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Paul Blais, OEM, Mileage
Mobilemedia, OEM, Pagers
Paul Blais, OEM, Postage
Precision Press, OEM, Printing
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
Dufresne-Henry Inc., Spofford Rd
JH Rolfe Construction Co , Spofford Rd
Joe Stacy Gen Cont Inc., Summer Roads
Barrett Paving Materials Inc
, Summer Roads




Utility Service & Assistance, Summer Roads
Mobilemedia, Summer Roads
Dufresne-Henry Inc , Tar & Shim
The Lane Construction Corp., Tar & Shim
Joe Stacy Gen Cont Inc , Winter Roads
Moquins Starter & Alternator, Winter Roads
RC Hazelton Co., Inc., Winter Roads
Tamchar, Inc , Winter Roads





























Joe Stacy Gen Cont Inc., Culverts & Bridges
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service of NH, Public Lighting (Streetlights)
OTHER HIGHWAYS & STREETS
Joe Stacy Gen Cont Inc., Eaton Hill Extension
Joe Stacy Gen Cont Inc , Rattlesnake/Pmgree Hill
Treasurer State of NH Signs
Ross Express, Signs
New England Barricade Corp Signs
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Cartier Electric Inc , Building Malnt,
Overhead Door Company, Building Maint
Kenneth Smith, Building Maint -Reimb
Davis & Towle, Disability Ins
Treasurer State of NH, District Dues
Precision Press, Ed & Printing
Public Service of NH, Electric
Candia Auto Parts, Equipment Maint.




Yankee Industrial Truck Corp
,
Equipment Maint
Southworth-Milton, Inc . Equipment Repair
Cartier Electric Inc , Equipment Repair
Stephen Babin, Equipment Repair
Yankee Industrial Truck Corp , Equipment Repair
Eastern New England, Equipment Repair
Tammy Lacoy, Equipment Repair
First NH Bank, FICA
Internal Revenue Service Ctr , FICA
Viking Oil, Fuel
Energy North Propane Inc
,
Fuel
Auburn Supermarket, Fuel Loader
Viking Oil, Fuel Loader
Dan Carpenter Inc , Hauling
Robert A. Fitzgerald. MD, Health Insurance
C D Boilerworks Inc
,
Incinerator Maint
First NH Bank, Medicare
Internal Revenue Service Ctr. Medicare
J Schwartz, Newspapers
Postmaster, Postage
Stamped Envelope Unit, Postage
Precision Press, Printing & Signs
Candia Auto Parts, Repairs
Cartier Electric Inc., Repairs
Stephen Babin, Repairs
Yankee Industrial Truck Corp , Repairs
Maine Refractory Supply Co Inc
,
Repairs
Zampell Refractories Inc., Repairs
Howard Preston, Semmars-Reimb
Treasurer State of NH, Seminars
Kenneth Smith, Semmars-Reimb
Joe Stacy Gen. Cont , Inc , Site Work
Auburn Supermarket, Supplies
Belmont Springs Water Co., Inc , Supplies
Candia Auto Parts, Supplies
C D Boilerworks, Inc., Supplies
Treasurer State of NH, Supplies
Kenneth Smith, Supplies-Reimb.
Advanced Maintenance Products, Supplies
Candia Lumber and Hardware, Supplies
Harry Stoller & Co
,
Inc., Supplies
New England Telephone, Telephone
AT&T, Telephone
NYNEX, Telephone
Browning-Ferns Industries, Tipping Fees
E & R Cleaners, Uniforms
WATER SERVICES
Manchester Water Works, Water Hydrants
PEST CONTROL
Jarlene Cornett, Animal Supplies-Reimb




Comparative Statement of Appropriations
Treasurer's Report










Performance Account - Remar
Debits 1994
Less NSF Checks
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid
Cash Balance December 31, 1994










1 993 Tax Levy
Interest


























Griffin Free Public Library
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
RECEIPTS
Balance Brought Forward 1/1/94
DISBURSEMENTS
Respectfully submitted,






Summary of Tax Warrants
January 1 , 1994 to December 31 , 1994
1995 1994 1993
























Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
January 1 , 1994 to December 31 , 1994
DEBITS 1993 1992 1991 1990 1989








January 1 , 1994 through December 31 , 1994
RECEIPTS
Balance brought forward 1/1/94
Robert and Shirley Norris
Philip and Patricia Bnen
Alfred and Roberta Frisella





Interest First NH Bank (1993)
Interest First NH Bank (1994)
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment meets on demand
at the Town Hall the third Tuesday of each month.
Requests for a hearing are made to the Zoning Officer.
During the year of 1994, the Board held eleven
hearings, eight for Variances, and three for Special
Exceptions. The hearings are open to the public and are
posted and advertised in "The Union Leader." Minutes of
the hearings are posted at the Town Hall for public
review.
I wish to express my appreciation to the members of
the Board for their time and efforts expended on behalf
of the Town of Auburn
Albert Samson,
Chairman
Zoning Board of Adjustment
MEMBERS OF THE
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Albert Samson, Chairman 1997





Eugene Thomas (resigned August 15, 1994)
Charles Worster, Planning Board Representative
Mark Wright 1997
Yvonne Crocker, Secretary





1995-1996 School Warrants & Budget




THE AUBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT








Mitchell P. Henley, Chairman Term Expires 1997
Julie Gage Term Expires 1995
Kenneth Rhodes Term Expires 1996
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Dr. Paul A. Fillion





School Administrative Unit #15
90 Farmer Road






To the inhabitants of the School District, in the
Town of Auburn, New Hampshire, qualified to vote
in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn
Village School in said District, on the fourteenth day
of March, 1995, at seven o'clock in the morning to
act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing three
years.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a member of the School Board for the
ensuing three years.
The polls will remain open from seven o'clock in the
forenoon until seven o'clock in the afternoon and as
much longer thereafter as the voters of the school
district, at the beginning of the meeting, may vote.
Given under our hands and seal at said Auburn, New
Hampshire, this 18th day of January, 1995.
SCHOOL BOARD OF
AUBURN, NEW HAMPSHIRE






TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL
DISTRICT, IN THE TOWN OF AUBURN, NEW
HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Auburn
Village School in said District, on the 17th day of
March 1995, at 7 o'clock in the evening, to act upon
the following subjects:
(1) To hear the reports of agents, auditors and
committees or officers chosen, and pass any vote
relating thereto.
(2) To see if the District will vote to approve the
cost items included in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the Auburn School
District and the Auburn Education Association which






and further to raise and appropriate the sum of
$57,735 (fifty-seven thousand seven-hundred thirty-
five dollars) for the 1995-1996 fiscal year, such sum
representing the additional costs attributable to the
increase in salaries and benefits over those of the
appropriation at current staffing levels paid in the
prior fiscal year . The School Board and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority
vote required.)
(3) To see what sum of money the District will vote
to raise and appropriate for the support of schools,
for the payment of salaries and benefits for School
District officials and agents other than benefit and
salary increases to teachers, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the District. (Majority vote
required.)
(4) To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 (one thousand
dollars) for the expenses of the Cooperative Study
Committee. The School Board and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority
vote required.)
(5) To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed $56,500.00 (fifty-six
thousand five-hundred dollars) for the purpose of
leasing additional busses to provide for a rescheduled
school day (staggered starts). The School Board
recommends and the Budget Committee does not
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote
required.)
(6) To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.








Auburn School District Meeting
March 11, 1994
The Auburn School District Meeting was called to
order at 7 PM on March 1 1, 1994 by Alex Komaridis,
Moderator.
Article 1: To hear the report of agents, auditors and
committees or officers chosen and pass any vote
relating thereto.
David Canedy moved Article 1 as printed in the
Warrant. Second by Kenneth Rhodes.
A vote on Article 1 was not taken due to no
discussion on that Article.
Article 2: To see if the District will vote pursuant to
RSA 195:18 to establish a Cooperative School
District Planning Committee of three (3) qualified
voters, of whom at least one shall be a member of
the school board, and to direct the Moderator to
appoint the three (3) members to serve on that
Committee, or to take any other action related
hereto. (Majority vote required.)
Mitchell Henley moved Article 2 as written in the
Warrant. Second by David Canedy.
A discussion followed regarding the purpose, need
and cost of this Article. Mr. Henley stated that this
committee would be to gather information regarding
a cooperative and that the need for the committee
was to comply with the RSA. It was also stated that
the school board would report all recommendations
to the District.
A vote was taken and Article 2 passed.
Article 3: To see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of thirty-three thousand, five
hundred dollars ($33,500) for the purpose of paying
for engineering, architectural and associated costs
related to studies of potential sites for a new school
facility. This will be a non-lapsing account per RSA
32:3, VI, and will not lapse until the intended
puqiose of this Article is met or in two years,
whichever is less. The school board recommends this
appropriation. Approved by the Budget Committee.
(Majority vote required.)
Kenneth Rhodes withdrew the Article from
consideration.
Mr. Rhodes explained the school board's reasons for
withdrawing the Article. He stated that school
population projections for the next three to four
years were not as high as originally thought.
Questions from the floor were addressed by the
school board regarding a number of issues on this
Article. After a lengthy discussion Article 3 was
withdrawn.
Article 4: To see what sum of money the District
will vote to raise and appropriate for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for
School District officials and agents other than benefit
and salary increase to teachers, and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the District. (Majority vote
required.)
Chairman of the Budget Committee, James Headd,
motioned to accept the budget figure of
$4,450,578.00. Second by David Canedy.
A discussion followed regarding budget increases and
the need to hold costs down so as to keep the tax
rate down. Mr. Canedy reported that high school
age students have increased and reflects a large
portion of the increase in the budget.
Vote was taken on Article 4 in the amount of
$4,450,578.00. Article 4 passed.
Article 5: To transact any other business that may
legally come before this meeting.
Nancy Mayland moved Article 5 as printed. Second
Dr. Susan Shargal. There was no discussion on
Article 5. James Headd motioned to adjourn.
Hubert Topliff second. A vote was taken and the
meeting adjourned at 8:30 PM
Respectfully submitted,
Janice A. Marks
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Graduation exercises were held on June
21, 1994 with 65 students receiving
diplomas. The guest speaker was Mr.
Richard Ratten. Honor speakers were
Anne Bienvenue, Christina Watts, and
Devin Rahn. Department Awards went to
Devin Rahn, Social Studies, Christina
Watts, Science, Ann Bienvenue, English,
and Kim Proventure, Mathematics. The
Honor Student Award was presented to
Ann Bienvenue, the PTA Most Improved
was presented to Matt Gerlitz, and the
Millie Preston Service Award was
presented to Nicole Diorio. The Auburn
School Board Citizenship Award was
given to Heather Burnap. The American
Legion School Medal Awards were
presented to Shawn Cote and Tracy
VanLaarhoven. The Auburn Education
Association Teacher Appreciation Award
was given to Adam Roux and Jennifer
Stewart. The Millie Preston Scholarship
Award was presented to Matthew Worster
who is attending Cornell University and
majoring in Engineering. Two Marion
Heald Scholarship awards were presented.
The first award was presented to Erica
Ginalski who is a Junior and Pre-Med
student at Dartmouth College. The
second award was given to Jason Lacombe
who is a Sophomore majoring in Biology
at Cornell University.
A new Social Studies curriculum is in the
process of being completed and will be
implemented during the 1994-95 school
year. The new curriculum has been
written using curriculum frameworks and
performance outcomes using the model
adopted by the State Board of Education.
These frameworks provide the foundation
for the New Hampshire Educational
Improvement and Assessment Program
that will be used to test students in grades
3, 6, and 10 in Social Studies. Two
Auburn teacher's, Mary Ellen Hannon
and Madeleine Clohosey have participated
in Project "RISE" for the past two
summers and will complete their final
three weeks training in 1995.
Project "RISE" is designed to make
teachers and administrators aware of the
science skills and knowledge students will
need to know and be able to do that will
make them competitive in the 2100
century.
Mrs. Hannon and Mrs. Clohosey will be
actively engaged in developing the science
curriculum for 1995-96 and training staff
at Auburn Village. On behalf of the
Auburn Community I want to thank Rod
Mansfield the Project "RISE" director for
getting the National Science Grant for our
school district that was worth several
hundred thousand dollars to train teachers
in School Districts that are a member of
SERESC.
I appreciate and am thankful for the many
outstanding contributions that the PTA
makes to our school. I encourage all
parents and teachers to become an active
member. Special recognition goes to PTA
Officers and committee members for the
leadership they've provided to make
events they sponsor so successful. I also
want to extend my appreciation to the
Auburn School Board, members of the
community, the school staff, and the
school volunteers for their efforts and




Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Board
Auburn School District
Auburn, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Auburn
School District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1994, as listed in the table of contents.
These general purpose financial statements are the responsibility of the School District's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these general purpose financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures
in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall general purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above do not
include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to conform with
generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be recorded in the
General Fixed Assets Account group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission described
in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Auburn School District
as of June 30, 1994, and the results of its operations for the year then ended in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed
in the table of contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Auburn School District.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the
general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material
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BUDGET FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED
THE PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
For The Fiscal Year Ended June 30
/
19 96
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF AUBURN
BUDGET COMMITTEE DATE
(Please sign In Ink)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
(See RSA 197:5-a)
IMPORTANT: Please read the new RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
It requires this budget be prepared on a "gross" basis, showing all revenues and appropriations. At least one public hearing must be
held on this budget.
When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file with the district clerk,


















ESTIMATED REVENUE AND CREDITS
Section ii
Revenue and Credit; Available
To Seduce School Taxes
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
Foundation Aid
School Building Aid
* v c, z '.'""•" ~ '•.-'•-' z ] ^"'nnfii





Other State Sources (identify)
REVENUE ROM FEDERAL SOURCES














Other Federal Sources Drug Free Program
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES
Sale or Bonds or Notes
Transfer from Capital Projects Fund
Transfer from Capital Reserve Fund














Superintendent's Report 1993 - 1994
To The Citizens of Auburn:
On behalf of the staff at the School
Administrative Unit Office, I want to extend to
you our sincere appreciation for your support of
quality education this past year. We recognize
that in a state that relies almost entirely on the
property taxpayer to support education, the
burden of supporting educational programs for
nearly six hundred students in the Village School
and two hundred thirty-five high school students
is considerable. Your School Board and our
office will continue to do all we can to control
costs. Our current operating budget for 1994-95
is 4.3 million dollars. We propose bringing to the
annual meeting a budget of approximately 4.45
million dollars to operate Auburn Village School
and provide for students attending Pinkerton
Academy and Manchester Memorial High
School. This budget will provide all the services
currently being offered this year and accounts for
increases in the number of students attending
high school.
As you review the annual school district report,
please take note of the numerous activities and
events occurring at the Auburn Village School.
The school is open over fifteen hours daily to
meet the community's needs. Athletic events,
Scout meetings, PTA, and a variety of meetings
are held at the school. The School Board
encourages community members to continue their
use of the school.
Another very important issue being addressed
relates to providing quality long term education
to our high school students. You may recall that
the voters authorized the appointment of a
School Cooperative Study Committee to
investigate high school options. Mitch Henley,
Lew Theos, and Jim Andrus were appointed by
the moderator to a three year term as defined by
RSA 195. The committee has met several times
to discuss the various options. Area schools such
as Deerfield, Candia and Hooksett have similar
Cooperative School Committees. Informational
discussions held to date with these towns indicate
an interest in exploring further the common
education goals for high school students.
Additional public informational forums will be
held throughout the year to keep all citizens
informed.
Finally, we recognize that in order for a school to
function optimally, community involvement is
essential. Auburn Village School is very
fortunate to have a dedicated School Board, an
active PTA, and other parent committees
participating in addressing school topics. We
sincerely appreciate their commitment of time
and talents to helping the staff and students. It
is through cooperative involvement of parents,
teachers and students that quality education
prevails.
One of the activities undertaken this year by the
staff has been the development of a long range
plan to further the mission of the district.
Teachers, administrators, and a parent are
involved. Our meetings have focussed on
identifying strategies that will bring long term
improvements to the Auburn Village School and
the community. Much of what has been
accomplished thus far has centered around
identifying inhibitors to effective communications.
The overall school improvement planning process
is expected to last a year.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul A. Fillion, Ed.D.
Superintendent of Schools
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School Board Chairman's Report
To The Citizens of Auburn:
While I realize that my report in the
Auburn School Report for 1994 departed
from the time honored traditions, I
received a number of positive comments
regarding the format. I thank those of
you who are too polite to take exception
with it. Being a person of traditions I still
believe that I owe you, the citizens of
Auburn, a report which will serve as a
commentary on the accomplishments of
the school this past year.
We sometimes have a tendency to take
things for granted and it is easy to forget
many of the events and activities that took
place at the Auburn Village School this
past year which not only enriched the
educational climate but the lives of our
children as well. Many people with the
school as well as parents and volunteers
joined together to provide many
outstanding experiences for our young
people.
I would like to thank Catherine Stavrakas
for her outstanding efforts in organizing
and preparing our students for the New
Hampshire Special Olympics Program.
The young people universally
demonstrated true sportsmanship and
courage in their events. The organization
of Auburn's first Middle School Chorus,
as well as the productions of "Alice in
Wonderland" and "Charlotte's Web" would
not have been possible without the efforts
of Pamela Petuck. Our 7th and 8th grade
teachers have also worked very hard in
developing and implementing a Middle
School concept for our students. I would
like to recognize their efforts as well.
When you look around at other schools
you can't help but be impressed with the
great job these schools do with one or two
themes each year. It is easy to stand back
and be envious; however, after looking
back through my weekly school
newsletters and reading about the
activities that make our school special, the
feeling of envy gives way to an enormous
sense of pride. The School Volunteer
Program, the PTA programs like Parent
Effectiveness Training Workshops and the
Winter Carnival, Project Safeguard, the
D.A.R.E. Program (Drug and Alcohol
Resistance Education), Red Ribbon
Week, Grandparents Luncheon, Holiday
Food Drive, "Be An Angel" Project, Multi
Arts Show, Teacher Appreciation Week,
Most Valuable Writers, and the Middle
School activities like the Student Council
Food Drive and Soup Kitchen Project are
just a few of the examples of the kinds of
activities and events that reinforce the
notion that Auburn cares about its
children.
As this school year has progressed it
should also be gratifying to the citizens of
Auburn to hear of the success of our high
school students at Pinkerton Academy and
at Manchester's high schools. Our
students have distinguished themselves by
achieving honor roll status and
participation in a wide variety of
leadership positions in school activities.
None of these achievements could occur
without the extraordinary effort of the
entire Auburn Village School staff and
members of the School Administrative
Unit (SAU) #15. I would especially like
-A-13
to applaud the leadership efforts of Mr.
Ray Bourque, principal, and Dr. Paul
Fillion, our superintendent.
This has also been a year of transition for
our school transportation services. This is
our first year working with Laidlaw
Transit, Inc., and while the year has not
been without its bumps in the roads, we
are very confident that whatever problems
may have appeared earlier in the year
have been resolved to everyone's
satisfaction.
instructional time for our students. It
would reduce the "wait time" of students
significantly, thus eliminating many
problems.
I would also propose that our school place
in a prominent position throughout our
curriculum and school culture the ideals
and values of good citizenship. Values
like honesty, respect for other people's
property, and responsibility for one's
actions should be recognized and honored
in our school.
Communications between Laidlaw and
Auburn's former drivers have improved
dramatically during the course of the year
and has led to improvement in the quality
of services. Laidlaw is committed to
continue the spirit of cooperation and
communication in order to continue to
provide quality service to the town of
Auburn.
This year also marked the beginning of a
long range planning process for the
Auburn Village School. The process will
involve a great deal of community input,
as well as input from staff, parents, and
administration. We have begun the
process by establishing a Long Range Plan
Steering Committee that will be holding a
series of public meetings designed to gain
the perspective of the citizens of Auburn
regarding our school. We strongly hope
that all members of our community,
whether parents or not, will take
advantage of the opportunity to guide our
school into the 21st century.
As we look forward, the Board and
administration will be giving consideration
to the idea of staggered starts for our
middle school students and elementary
students. I believe that this schedule
change would enhance the quality of
On behalf of the Board, I look forward to
serving another challenging and
productive year. Thank you, the citizens,
for your support of quality education.
Respectfully submitted,
Mitch Henley





William Estey Asst. Principal
Christina Farrah Coordinator of
Special Education Services
Kathleen Babcock Aide
Pamela Blampied Physical Ed.
Gail Boucher Grade 6
Kimberly Carbonneau Grade 1
Suzanne Carroll Gifted/Talented
Colleen Chenoweth Grade 5
Jean Chouinard Grade 1
John Ciempa Maintenance Supervisor
Debra Cleary Lunch Aide









Brian Goss Industrial Arts
Jill Greeley Language Arts 7 & 8
Shirley Grenier Lunch Aide
Richard Griffin Social Studies 7 & 8
Mary Ellen Hannon Grade 3
Thomas Hayward Mathematics 7 & 8
James Hill Custodian
Kathleen Johnson Resource Room
Mary Johnson Language Arts 7 & 8
Cheryl Kaake Grade 6
Nell Keif Grade 5
Therese Koufopoulos Secretary
Lynn Kursewicz Grade 2
Louise Latvis Art
Lorraine Latuch Lunch Aide
Terri Lavoie Aide
Joan Marcotte Grade 5
Bonnie Martin Secretary
Diane Martineau Chapter 1 Spec.
Melissa McCarthy Lunch Director
Linda McHugh Reading Spec.
Eileen McDonald Grade 1
Carol Nikin Grade 6
Pamela Peluck Music
Cynthia Pinard Grade 3
Linda Poirier Grade 4
Lisa Poirier Resource Room
Marguerite Remeysen Home Arts
Deborah Richard Resource Room
Patrice Robbins Resource Room
Kathleen Roggenbuck Grade 6
Doris St. Pierre-Morin Grade 4
Sherri Smith Grade 2
David Swanney Custodian





Carol Witham Grade 4
Lucille Woods Speech
Staff Salaries 1994-95
R. Bourque, Principal $53,325.
W. Estey, Asst. Principal $46,768.
C. Farrah, SPED Coordinator $37,260.
A. Verryt, Nurse $21,854.
J. Wilusz, Media Generalist $27,955.
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School Administrative Unit #15
Salaries
Fiscal Year 1993-94
Superintendent of Schools' Salary
Breakdown by District Share for the 1993-
94 Fiscal Year
Assistant Superintendent of Schools'
Salary Breakdown by District Share for


























1994-95 Staff Salary Schedule
# Staff On Each Step










































































































































































To the Superintendent of Schools, Principal, School Board




Medications - number of doses given 2,916
Pediculosis screening
(at least 2 times yearly) 593
Health screenings 593
Preschool health screenings 66
Immunizations 44
Sports physicals
TOTAL VISITS TO HEALTH OFFICE 9,023
Communication/Collaboration:


















Immunization clinics are held in the nurse's office the first













Cash on hand, July 1, 1993 $ 3,323.18
Revenue from Federal/State sources $18,192.00
Revenue from all other sources $78,002.34
Total Receipts $99,517.52
Total amount available for fiscal year $99,517.52
Less School Board orders paid $93,338.01





14 72 74 68 70 60 67 78 77 580
HIGH SCHOOL
Grade 9 10 11 12 Total Estimated Tuition Per Pupil
Manchester 21 11 14 18 64 $ 4,866.00






School # Pupils Tuition Cost
Manchester 15 $105,760.00
Alvirne 1 $21,606.00
Pinkerton Academy 10 $92,053.00
Seacoast Collaborative .5 $5,271.00
Brentwood 2 $44,562.16
Easter Seal 1 $44,537.00







































































Eighth Grade Class Officers
President Nicole Diorio
First Vice President Daniel Bibeau
Second Vice President Shawn Cote
Corresponding Secretary Elizabeth Lariviere
Assistant Secretary Meghan McJuary
Recording Secretary Jill Corey
Assistant Recording Secretary James Benson
Treasurer Michael Nackel
Assistant Treasurer Brian McDonald
Class Marshals
Timothy Wilusz Heather Fowler
Ushers and Usherettes
Angela Scuderi Daniel Busa
Erica Sowa Sean Chcnoweth
Faye Suprenant Andrew Roux
Flower Boy and Girl
Tatum Peterson Nathan Racicot
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The Auburn Planning Board
As the economy improved during 1994 the Auburn
Planning Board tound an extended agenda which cen-
tered on the controversial sludge application issue. The
Board also entertained subdivision consideration of a
fourteen lot residential subdivision located off Bunker
Hill Road. During the economic slump, residential subdi-
visions had been all but erased from the Wednesday
night agenda with commercial site plan reviews taking
the spotlight. During the summer of 1994, the members
met to walk Auburn roadways in order to review condi-
tions and improvements which may be required. The
review of these roads will be entered into a computer
system for continuous review. The Planning Board met
with their engineering firm, Dufresne & Henry, and con-
sultant Gerald Coogan, regarding the updating of the
Auburn Master Plan. Questionnaires were mailed to
Auburn residents and returned data entered into the
vital statistics of the Master Plan.
The Auburn voters will decide whether or not to
approve or disapprove the proposed amendments to the
Auburn Zoning Ordinances. The Board has proposed to
amend the Zoning Ordinances to add a new Article 3.20
entitled, "Use and Disposal of Sewage Sludge and
Septage." The proposed regulation asks for regulation in
the stockpiling, treatment, land application and disposal
of sewage sludge. Voters will also be asked to approve
the Flood Plain Development Regulations as proposed
by the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission
as well as the federal government.














Report of the Southern New Hampshire
Planning Commission
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission
has a wide range of services and resources available to
help the dues-paying members deal with a variety of
municipal issues. Technical assistance is provided by a
professional staff whose expertise is, when necessary,
supplemented by consultants who are selected for their
specialized skills or services. Each year, with the
approval of your appointed representatives, the
Commission staff designs and carries out programs of
area-wide significance that are mandated under New
Hampshire and federal laws or regulations, as well as
local or site-specific projects which would pertain more
exclusively to your community.
Technical assistance is provided in a professional
and timely manner by staff at the request of your
Planning Board, Board of Selectmen, and other relevant
municipal department heads. The Commission conducts
planning studies and carries out projects that are of
common interest and benefit to all member communi-
ties, keeps your off icials apprised of changes in planning
and land use regulation, and offers training workshops
for Planning and Zoning Board members on an annual
basis.
Services that were performed for the Town of Auburn
during the past year are as follows:
1
.
Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture meetings.
These meetings were attended by Auburn officials.
2. Conducted a six-hour training workshop for the
Planning Board members. The Auburn Planning and
Zoning Boards were invited to that workshop.
3. Conducted traffic counts on several locations in the
Town of Auburn.
4. A monograph for the town was prepared. Copies
have been sent to the Board of Selectmen, the
Planning Board and the public library.
5. Updated the town road base map with the help of
GPS.
6. The town was furnished with the "Suggested
Schedule and Calendar" for the March 1995 Annual
Town Meeting.
7. Data services were provided to the consultant
retained by the town for the update of the Auburn
Master Plan.
8 A Regional Bikeway and Pedestrian Plan which
includes information for the Town of Auburn was for-
warded to the Planning Board and the Public Library.
Auburn's Representatives to the Commission are:
Charles "Stoney" Worster





1994 has continued to be an active year. A total of
one hundred forty six permits were issued. Twenty-
seven new homes, one commercial structure, and one
manufactured home were constructed, and two fire-
destroyed homes were rebuilt.
This year total revenue generated from building per-
mits amounted to seventeen thousand dollars and sixty-
six cents ($17,000.66).




3. Yankee Design 12-20-37
4. Yankee Design 17-19
5. Samson 11-37-26
6. Lake Forest Bldrs 07-25-14
7. Tarkka Homes 11-45-36
8. Stewart 11-37-01-08
9. Martin 07-25-10
10. R.J. Moreau 11-45-19
11. Minakin 13-34
12. Bolduc 08-17-03
13. Crist Craft 12-07-10
14. R.J. Moreau 17-87
15 Crist Craft 12-07-08
16 Desruisseaux 11-45-26
17. Yankee Design 12-20-38
18. Jean 07-25-06
19. Yankee Design 12-20-33
20. Lake Forest Bldrs 07-25-18
21. Lake Forest Bldrs 07-25-15
22. Lake Forest Bldrs 07-25-12
23. Lake Forest Bldrs 07-25-48
24. R.J. Moreau 05-15-02
25 Lake Forest Bldrs 07-25-07
26. Martin 17-44





























1. Cleary 07-10 Bunker Hill Road
RESIDENTIAL HOME PERMITS
Health Officer's Report
My first year as your Health Officer was a challenging
one. It was a year of learning and overall enjoyable
experience. By virtue of the position I became a mem-
ber of the Local Emergency Planning Committee and
Office of Emergency Management for the Town of
Auburn.
In May, I attended a Health Officers Educational
Conference, and a seminar on Enforcement Issues for
Local Health Officers in December.
During the year a total of twelve (12) failed septic
system/gray water investigations were initiated; four (4)
assistance with well water problems and three (3) envi-
ronmental assessment inquiries. I also responded to two
(2) heat problems and one (1 ) foul odor complaint.
There were six (6) inspections of Child Day Care
facilities and one (1) Foster Home.
As you know, rabies was prevalent throughout the
state. I was involved in obtaining and distributing infor-
mation on the subject for the citizens of the town of
Auburn . Posters and pamphlets were placed at strate-
gic locations in town, and made available at the annual
Rabies Clinic held at the Fire Station.
Another interesting issue in the works this year, and
next, is the use of biosolids under the EPA 503 Rule
which the town is addressing.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone
for their cooperation in helping make Auburn a healthy
place to live, work and play. Should you have any health
related concern or complaint, please contact me through
the Selectmen's Office at 483-5052.
Respectfully submitted,




of Manchester & Southern New Hampshire, Inc.
and affiliates
The Visiting Nurse Association has been providing
the residents ot Auburn with a tull range ot home health
services since 1965. And today, nearly thirty (30) years
later we remain committed to excellence in health care,
and to the provision of services designed to ensure that
being cared for at home is safe, comfortable, conven-
ient, and in this era of health care reform, cost-effective.
Health care delivery systems must change to meet
both the needs of the community and the changing
insurance reimbursement environment. Efficiency, cost
effectiveness and quality are all key components of the
health care delivery systems of the future. In order to be
prepared to meet these challenges and demonstrate our
commitment to quality the VNA applied for accreditation
from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health
Care Organization, the organization which sets high
standards for health care providers. In January of 1994
we received Accreditation with commendation, a signifi-
cant achievement.
On July 1 , 1994 the VNA affiliation with Fidelity
Health Alliance was formally transferred to the Optima
Health System and continues to strengthen the overall
relationships of the quality service providers involved in
this agreement. It has enabled us to work more closely
and cohesively to ensure those in need receive the
highest quality and most appropriate care.
Home and community health services will continue to
be our focus. The following services are provided 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days per year:
• Medicare and medicaid certified skilled intermittent
nursing, physical therapy, occupational therapy,
speech therapy, medical social service, certified
home health aide services and nutritional counseling
for individuals from the beginning of their life (birth) to
the end.
• Medicare certified Hospice services including nurs-
ing, social service spiritual and bereavement care
and other skilled therapies as needed to individuals
and their families living with a terminal illness and
wanting the highest quality pain and symptom man-
agement in order to live each day to the fullest.
• Private duty nursing, certified nursing assistants,
homemakers and companions in the home.
• Free monthly immunization clinics in collaboration
with Optima Health Community Services for all age
groups as well as Blood Pressure Screenings. Watch
your local newspaper for dates and locations and
please call our intake department should you identify
a special need for a health screening. Foot Care
Clinics are held monthly at our 1850 Elm Street office
by appointment and Walk-In blood pressure checks
are held weekdays from 1 :30-4:00 p.m.
• Maternal Child Health Services include the Teenage
Pregnancy Program, Parent-Baby (ad)Venture
Program for children at risk of abuse and neglect.
• The VNA Child Care Center provides a full range of
state-licensed child care and early education pro-
grams tailored to meet each child's needs. Programs
include Infant/Toddler (ages 6 weeks to 36 months);
Preschool (ages 3-5); and Kindergarten (age 5). The
Center also provides before and after school pro-
grams for children grades 1 through 6 with special
full day programs during holidays or school closings.
As needed, the VNA also offers families a continuum
of coordinated health and social services, both direct-
ly from VNA and through working arrangements with
other community resources.
As demands for additional community programs and
services without a reimbursement source increase, town
appropriations are a vital piece of the funding that helps
to defray the cost of unpaid services and promote well-
ness for all.
VNA wishes to sincerely thank the residents of




Once again the Auburn Police Department has had a
very busy year. The total number of motor vehicle and
criminal incidents was 5751 This is an increase of 523
cases over 1993. This comes to an average of 15.75
incidents which were reported, responded to and inves-
tigated by this department in a 24-hour period. We had
32 Driving While Intoxicated arrests with 32 convictions
in 1994. We presented a total of 133 cases of all types
in Court with only two not guilty, 1 1 7 guilty and the
remainder disposed of in various ways by the Judge.
Among our most serious cases this year were an
armed standoff and a motor vehicle crash in which a
vehicle went through a residence into the swimming
pool. We are pleased to report that the number of bur-
glaries in town has dropped from 21 in 1993 to 14 in
1994. We are concerned, however, about the increasing
number of serious domestic situations we have been
called to respond to
This year has seen a few changes in our personnel.
Mitchell Henley resigned this past fall for personal rea-
sons. We have added Scott Tardiff as a full-time officer.
Tardiff completed his 12-week training last November.
Donna Feenstra and Thomas Gonzales have been
added to the department as part-time officers. We are
now up to full strength and continue our 24-hour per day
coverage of the town. Our current roster is as follows:
Edward Picard, Chief (FT)
Donald Eaton, Lieutenant (PT)
David Flight, Patrolman (FT)
Michael McGillen, Patrolman (FT)
Gary Bartis, Patrolman (FT)
Scott Tardiff, Patrolman (FT)
Thomas Wickey, Patrolman (PT)
Jeffrey Harrington, Patrolman (PT)
Daniel Goonan, Patrolman (PT)
Donna Feenstra, Patrolman (PT)
Thomas Gonzales, Patrolman (PT)
Paula Page, Secretary (FT)
Dona Davis, Secretary (FT)
We have kept our budget for 1995 to a very modest
increase, reflected mainly in raises for department mem-
bers. We are one of the lowest paid departments in our
part of the State and even on a state-wide basis. For
this reason, the Police Commission is working on a pay
proposal in cooperation with the Board of Selectmen
and Budget Committee which they plan to submit to the
voters in 1996. A major concern in this area is the man-
ner and degree to which we work to develop our person-
nel to a level of skill and proficiency not seen in other
departments. We do this by in-house training and send-
ing our officers to various training programs each year.
What can happen is that other surrounding depart-
ments, seeing the skill and training of our people, lure
them away with higher pay scales after we have spent
time and money to bring them to their present level of
skill and proficiency. Our desire and goal is to keep our
personnel here in Auburn with their skills and loyalty to
serve you, the citizens of the town and not leave us for a
more lucrative position.
We have conducted DWI patrols over and above the
regular patrols several times this year, made possible by
grants for the State of New Hampshire. These patrols
have resulted in a number of arrests and convictions.
In closing, we wish to thank you, the people of
Auburn, for your continued support. We are here to
serve you and please remember that our emergency
telephone number, 483-2922, is manned 24 hours per
day. The non-emergency number is 483-2134 and will
be answered during normal business hours. Please do
not hesitate to call this department for any problems or
concerns you may have.
Respectfully submitted,





House Check Information Report







PERSON TO CALL IN EMERGENCY:
PHONE NUMBER:
MAIL CANCELLED: YES NO NEWSPAPERS CANCELLED: YES NO
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
DATE LEAVING _DATE RETURNING:
DATE TIME INITIALS DATE TIME INITIALS
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Highway Safety Committee
The Highway Safety Committee was strengthened
during 1994. The Committee meets regularly on the
third Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm in the Town
Hall All meetings are open to the public. Auburn resi-
dents with concerns for road safety, street and road
signs, and road hazards may appear before the
Committee during any meeting or may make their con
cerns known in writing.
In January the Committee welcomed two new mem-
bers: Donald Benyo and David Totsch; and in March the
new Board of Selectmen representative, Paula Marzloff.
At the beginning of the year, each Committee mem-
ber was given a part of Town to check for missing,
defective, or recommended street and road signs. Each
month a number of signs were installed or replaced. Ten
"Buckle-Up" signs were received from the State
Highway Safety Agency and placed around Town.
The need for a road survey came up and will be pur-
sued next year. Discussion of arrangements for bringing
the Enhanced 9-1-1- System to Town by July 1995 were
continued. In the fall a special committee was formed
involving all offices in Town to make the final recommen-
dations.
The intersection of Raymond Road, Eaton Hill Road,
and Eaton Hill Road Extension was aligned, and Eaton
Hill Road Extension is up for paving in 1995. One side
of the Extension was marked with "No Parking" signs
and it may be changed to a "One Way" street.
Basketball hoops within the right of way of Town roads
had to be removed for safety reasons.
Striping the through roads in Town was completed.
Speeding in the Buttonwood Drive/Spruce Lane area
became a problem. The area was monitored by the
Auburn Police Department, and after two Public
Hearings it was decided to table the issue until
spring/summer 1995 which will be a better time to sur-
vey the area.
A number of issues brought to the attention of the
Committee were followed up, e.g. firming up a school-
bus turn-around on Pingree Hill Road, requests for cul-
verts, guard rails, "Slow Children" signs, "Blind
Driveway" signs were recommended and installed, the
advisability of a street light on Chester Road was
checked, the intersection of Pingree Hill Road and
Rattlesnake Hill Road was upgraded, several potholes
filled, shrubbery at some corners cut, and a no-visibility
problem on Hooksett Road was brought to the attention
of the State Department of Transportation. The Town
lines with Candia and Londonderry were marked.
Some issues are still pending and will be continued
for follow-up in 1995.
The Committee is looking forward to a successful
and active year in 1995 with many improvements in
safety for the residents of Auburn.
The Committee would like to thank the residents of
Auburn who have brought concerns to the Committee




Auburn Volunteer Fire Department
Breakdown of Calls for 1994
32 Structure Fires (Chimney fires and mutual aid
responses to the scene included)
12 Vehicular Fires
25 Brush Fires
1 Propane Tank Rupture
99 Medical Emergencies
28 Motor Vehicle Accidents
3 Hazardous Material Incidents
13 Electrical Emergencies
41 Service Calls (Includes mutual aid for station
coverage)
28 Good Intent Calls
1 False Alarm
19 System Malfunction Calls
3 Unintentional False Alarms
305 TOTAL CALLS
New Equipment
The fire department purchased 10 additional pagers in
1994 and is close to providing each fire fighter with this
alarm/communication system. A megaphone was pur-
chased for use in the rescue boat. Two complete Scott
air packs with six new steel air bottles were obtained. An
intercom system was installed in the Rescue vehicle to
provide communication between the cab and the back
of the vehicle Two stern suits designed for water rescue
were purchased and became standard equipment in the
rescue boat. The computer system in the dispatch room
at Station One on Pingree Hill Road was updated and a
new more compatible printer purchased. In addition,
supplies and equipment used frequently were replaced
and/or updated.
Apparatus Improvements/Additions
The rescue boat was refurbished by installing new car-
peting, having the upholstery replaced and buying a
new engine cowling. The boat is docked at the
Manchester Boat Club during the water recreation sea-
son. Engine One was overhauled by replacing and/or
repairing its components. The fire truck was inspected
and repainted and meets the standards for fire fighting.
The Association appropriated funds to purchase a
forestry vehicle from the state through a surplus equip-
ment program. The vehicle would replace the now inad-
equate and limping forestry vehicle currently in use. The
prospective truck will be a military type five quarter ton
four wheel drive. All routine maintenance and repair
(when possible) is completed by members of the depart-
ment
Central Station and Station One
Station coverage was initiated and assistance to the
townspeople provided during the extended ice storm
and power outage in January 1994. The stations were
manned for the entire four days. Timers were installed
on the building overhead doors The parking area at the
Pingree Hill Road station was paved. The "red phone"
emergency reporting system was eliminated this year
and all communications with surrounding dispatch cen-
ters and apparatus is done from the Pingree Hill station.
All maintenance on the buildings is done by the volun-
teer fire fighters.
Training
The following courses were offered by the Fire
Department. The figures in parentheses represent the
number of fire fighters who attended.
New England Fire Academy (10)
Hazardous Material Awareness (6)
Hazardous Material Operations (13)
Boat Operation/Water Rescue Training
Ice Rescue
Fire Fighter I (4)
Water Shuttle
Fire Fighter II (4)
Career Fire Fighter Level (3)
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (16)
Heart Saver Course
Class A Foam Demonstration
Driver Operator Course (3)
Controlled Burns
Other Activities
The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department celebrated Fire
Prevention Week by holding its annual Open House
where residents could tour the building, examine the
trucks and equipment, view demonstrations of fire extin-
guishing, obtain handouts and win door prizes. During
the week, presentations were made at the school and
home safety inspections were performed. During Old
Homes Days the department sponsored a chili booth,
games table, and lead the annual parade. During the
year, the fire fighters sponsored a Little League team
and the local Library. In the fall a commitment was made
to participate in the 150th Anniversary Celebration.
Plans are continuing, but planned is an antique fire truck
parade, a firemens' muster, and a food booth. First Aid
stations will be set up and manned by department mem-
bers. In order to raise funds to help defray the cost of
the celebration, the firemen sold duck race tickets, acted
as duck catchers and sold Christmas trees.
As of December 1 , 1994, the department had respond-
ed to 291 emergency calls representing a total of 2800
man hours. Another 2000 man hours have been spent in
official training and building/vehicle maintenance. More
hours than recorded are spent by the members of the
department participating in community functions, admin-
istering departmental matters and serving on commit-
tees.
At this time, the fire department thanks the townspeople




Forest Fire Warden & State Forest Ranger Report
In calendar year 1 994, our three (3) leading causes
of fires were No Permit, Children and Rekindles of fires
where fire was not properly extinguished.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire permit law, and
the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire
are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000
and/or a year in jail. Violators are also liable for all fire
suppression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and
State Forest Fire Officials, contact your local Warden or
Fire Department to find out if a permit is required. This
also helps to prevent unnecessary response to con-
trolled burn.
FIRE STATISTICS
Number of Fires Reported
to State for Cost Share
Payment
Acres Burned




















Local communities and the State share the cost of
suppression on a 50/50 basis. The State of New
Hampshire operates 15 fire towers and 3 contract air-
craft patrols. This early detection and reports from citi-











The year 1994 in review!
The year 1994 has seen continuous improvements to
the Sandy Acres Recreation Area, Appletree Park, and
the Ice Rink. The Commission sponsored again this
year popular programs such as the Summer Program,
the After-School Ski Program, the Senior Trips, and
"Olde Home Days " In March, the Commission wel-
comed the new representative of the Board of
Selectmen, Wallace Titcomb, who replaced Sandy
Wingate. Unfortunately a Commissioner resigned who
has still to be replaced.
Sandy Acres Recreation Area enjoys an increased
use by the different groups in Auburn as well as by
groups from surrounding towns. It saw the addition of a
T-ball field, a parking area, bleachers donated by the
Little League, two benches at the soccer field, as well as
the completion of bringing electricity to the Les Emery
Building. The fields were improved by grading, seeding,
loaming, and continuous maintenance care. Basketball
hoops were installed. A memorial dedication ceremony
was held naming one of the baseball fields in honor of
Michael Craig. A plaque to this effect was placed at the
field. With the help of volunteers, the Little League orga-
nized two clean-up days in April. Sandy Acres direction
signs for By-Pass 28 were purchased. A major capital
improvement project - fencing the Recreation Area, was
started and will continue into 1995.
Improvements to Appletree Park are continuing. The
old swimming pool area has been cleaned, the brush
cut back, and the field is mowed regularly. The tennis
court is in process of being converted to a basketball
court. In the summer, the Park was used by several
Auburn groups, e.g. the Boy Scouts for its astronomy
lessons. A long-range plan will be drawn up for further
improvements.
The five-week Summer Program, from July 11, 1994
to August 13, 1994, under the volunteer direction of
Eileen McDonald, was completely filled and as in each
year great activities for the six to twelve year old partici-
pants were enjoyed. Junior Counselors and Counselors-
in-Training were incorporated into the Program which
provided on the job training under the supervision of
three returning, experienced directors. The Program
operated from Monday to Wednesday in the school with
the time divided between arts, crafts, and sports.
Thursday was a field trip day and the weeks ended on
Fridays with swimming, playing, and relaxing at Calef
Lake, possible due to the support and generosity of Bill
Cooper, owner of Calef Lake Camping Area.
A sign was erected at the ice rink stating the hours
that the rink is open for the different types of skating. A
second light was installed to make evening skating more
enjoyable. The Auburn Volunteer Fire Department fills
and maintains the rink.
The Senior Citizens took a spring trip to the NH
Winery for a tour and a taste of the NH wines. Then, on
to Rindge and a visit to the Cathedral of the Pines. A
five-course gourmet luncheon awaited the Seniors at
"Pickety Place," a 200 year old American home, in
Mason. In the fall, the Seniors took a trip to Concord
and a visit to the NH Historical Society and a last look at
an original Concord Coach, which will be stored for an
indefinite time. The trip continued with a foliage train ride
to Canterbury. The Seniors enjoyed lunch at Daniel's in
Henniker, along the Contoocook River. After leaving
Henniker, they traveled to the Audubon Society for a
program on "Birds on Your Backyard Feeders."
The Recreation Commission sponsored a number of
programs, among others, the three one-hour family pro-
grams given by the Audubon Society, the Manchester
Suburban League basketball program, the Shamrock
Soccer Club, and Dr. Bolduc's basketball program for
Auburn's 5, 6, 7, and 8th graders. The YMCA again held
its yearly seven week instructional soccer program in
the fall.
"Olde Home Days" was a great success due to the
organization and coordination efforts of Al and Julie
Gage and Maryanne Murray. Instead of "Olde Home
Days 1995," the Commission will participate in Auburn's
150th Anniversary.
The After-School Ski Program got underway under
Michele Dollard. Sixty students with chaperones regis-
tered and will enjoy skiing and ski lessons for five
Wednesdays, from January 5 to February 1 , 1995.
The Commission is developing plans for walking
trails along Lake Massabesic, further improvements to
Appletree Park and Sandy Acres Recreation Area, e.g.
additional bleachers, finishing the fencing project, and
relocation of the playground within the fenced-in area.
The Recreation Commission is looking forward to
sponsoring programs and activities for all residents of
Auburn, especially programs for secondary students,
adult and family programs. Please contact the Commis-
sioners with your suggestions and interests. The Com-
mission always enjoys hearing new ideas, as well as
volunteers for the different activities to be set up.
The Recreation Commission thanks the volunteers
for their continuous support and it looks forward to serv-
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Matthew A. St. Pierre
Brian S. Thomas
Jason A. Pinault
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Josephine M. St. Denis
Jon Raymond Greenleaf
























































CHEHOWETH. WILLIAM i COLLEEN
DOLLABD.
GALVIN, WILLIAK N 4 LISA D
GALVIS. VIHCEST 4 MARGARET D «
GALVIN, VIHCEHT 4 MARGARET D «




GAMACHE, GEORGE L 4 JOHANNA F
GARABEDIAN, VERONICA
GARABEDIAN, JACK, CHARLES 4 PAUL
GARABEDIAN, JACK, CHARLES 4 PAUL
GARABEDIAN, JACK, CHARLES 4 PAUL
GARABEDIAN, JACX, CHARLES 4 PAUL
GARABEDIAN. JACX, CHARLES 4 PAUL
GARABEDIAN, JACK, CHARLES 4 PAUL
GARDNER, RGAR B
GARDNER, PAUL V 4 DEBORAH M
GARLAND. KENNETH J JR 4 MARYANNE
GARON, RAYMOND R 4 KAREN J
GARON, ELIZABETH A 4 RICHARD G
GARON, PHILIP H 4 ELIZABETH A
GARVIN, FORREST 4 BERTHA
GAUDET. DENNIS J
GAUDREAULT. PAUL F 4 ROBERT E
GROESCH, SARA J
GAUTHIER, HELEN
GEARTY. MICHAEL T 4 SUSAN M
GEISMAN, RICHARD E S GEMMA M
GEINAS. STEVEN J
GEINAS. CHARLES GARY 4 LORNA B
GEINAS. DANIE A 4 MILDRED I
GELINAS. JOESPH
GEINAS, MILDRED 4 DANIE
GENDE, IGNACIO B 4 ERDIANIA
GENDRON, ARKAND G
GENDRON, DAVID R 4 COLETTE
GENDRON, MICHEL R 4 DENISE J
GENNETTI, JOHN J 4 JANICE M
GEOFFROY, RONALD P
GEORGOULAKOS, CHERY1 M
GERLITZ. WAYNE T 4 TERESA
GERRISH, SCOTT 4 EIZABETH
GIBBY. GRANT A 4 SWANEE A
GIBBY, GRANT A 4 SWANEE A
GILDEA, DANIE F
GINALSKI. WALTER J 4 NANCY
GIOVAGNOLI. DANIE 4 DONNA
GIROUX, THOMAS A
GLASHEEN, TIMOTHY W 4 DENISE M
GLENNAN, RICHARD N 4 JANE M
GLIDDEN. MARGUERITE L
GODIN. MICHAE R 4 BARBARA
GOGOLEN. BRUCE F
GOLD, ROBERT 4 MARLENE C




PERSY C 4 SHARON M
DOROTHEA ESTATE ET AL
ROBERT A
GORDON, CIVITINA
COREY. HARVEY A 4 JOAN C
GOSSEIN. RAYMOND 4 KATHLEEN
ARTHUR 4 YVONNE »
AJTHUR 4 YVONNE •
BRIAN A 4 SUSAN E
MARK A 4 EIZABETH A
GOTT, ALICE COUTINHO




GRANOFF, MARX S 4 ELAINE D
GRANT. JUDITH A
GRAVELINE. GERALD J 4 SANDRA L
CRAVES. THOMAS E JR 4 JEAN M











EELMXE, RICHARD J 4 KAREN F
LEIBERTE. MARTIN L 4 ALICE
LEIBERTE. MARTIH L
LEIBESTE, MARC 4 EEANOR
LEIBERTE. KARC 4 ELEANOR
LALYS REETY TRUST II
LAHARCHE. ALBEIT A 4 SANDRA J
LAMARQUE, PETER J 4 CHANTE J
LAMBERT, PAUL C 4 MARILYN A
LAMBERT, DAVID D 4 LAURA J
LAMBERT, RONALD A 4 MARGARET fl
LAMBERT, TBOBWALD A 4 HELEN M
LAMONTAGNE, JOSEPH C 4 LUCY
LANCTOT, J JR; RAYMOND B SR; DU7U1S, G;
LANDRY, DAVID H
LANDRY, JACQUELINE A
LANDRY, ARTHUR R 4 JULIA N
LANDRY, JOSEPH 4 LISA «
LANDRY, JOSEPH 4 LISA '
LANDRY. JOHN R 4 THERESA L
LANE. MATTHEW F
LANE. STEVEN M 4 LELIA A
LARIVIERE, DAVID G 4 GLORIA J •
LARIVIERi. DAVID G 4 GLORIA J »
LATUCB, DAVID F SR 4 LORRAINE R
LAUGHTON. DAVID W
LAVENTURE, LEONARD 4 JANICE
LAVIGNE, REJEAN J 4 LILLIANNE
LAVOIE. ROGER D 4 KATHLEEN A
LAVOIE, JOAN C
LAVOIE. LUCLANNA
LAVOIE, ROGO G 4 LORRAINE G
LAVOIE. RONALD A 4 BARBARA H
LAVOIE, RONALD A 4 BARBARA H
LAWRENCE, JACQUELINE A
LCCS PROPERTIES LLC
LEARY, FRANCIS J 4 SHARON K
LEE, BERNARD 4 BARBARA A
LEEDBERG, THOMAS E 4 CLARK. GAIL A F
LEGROS, PETER M
LEMAY. MARK T 4 JOANN L
LEMIRE. LEO
LENIRE, THOMAS A 4 MICHELLE R
LEMOS. SHEILA M
LENEHAN. JOSEPH E 4 KAREN M
LEONARD, JOHN P
LEONARD. MARK J 4 DONNA M
LESMERISES. GERALD R 4 JUDITH A
LESSARD. DONAT J; LESSARD, CAROL M
LESSARD. ARTHUR J 4 GABRIELLE
LESSARD. GILBERT R 4 NANCY K
LESSARD, ROBERT S 4 IRENE D
LEVERONE, JOSEPH D 4 CATHY A
LEVESQUE, ALFRED D
LEVESQUE. JOHN R 4 DEBORAH J
LEVESQUE. RAYMOND P 4 DONNA M
LEWIS, REID B
LEWIS, JAMES P 4 GARIANNE D
LEWIS. ROBOT F
LHEUREUX. SHIEEY
LHEUREUX. ERNEST 4 SHIEEY
LIBBY, JOHN J JR 4 MARIE A
LINDH. ANNE M




LIZOTTE. RAYMOND 4 KAREN
LLOYD. ALVIN E 4 PEGGY C
LOCKE, CHARLES
LOCKE, EDWARD 4 PAULINE
LOCKE, RICHARD E 4 KATHLEEN M
LOESCHORN, STEVEN P 4 KATEEEN M
LOGUE. MICHAEL W 4 LOUISE G
LOISELLE, DAVID C 4 LISA A
LONG, ELDON A 4 SUSAN R
LONG, ANDREA D
LONG, ROBERT 4 LORETTA A
LONCMEADOW CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
LAND BLDG TOTAL
MAXWELL, HENRY A S CASOL
NAYFAIR PROPERTIES INC •
KAYLAND, NANCY J, TRUSTEE OF THE
KAYO, JOBN R 4 WILMA S
MCCARTHY. DENNIS G i MELISSA J •
MCCARTHY. DENNIS G 4 MEISSA J »
MCCARTHY, MICHAEL T i REBECCA S J
MCCARTY, WILLIAM J 5 LISA A
MCCASSEY, EVERETT S i ANN E
MCCONNACHIE, ARTHUR 4 DONNA
MCCONNACHIE, GERMAINE 4 ARTHUR
NCCUSXO, DANIE T 4 JENNIFER Y
MCDONALD. JAKES M 4 OROURXE, SIUBHAN A
MCDONALD, JAMES M i EILEEN L
MCDOUGALL, CHARLES J 4 CAROL ANN
MCDOWELL, IVEY L 4 ANN
MCELROY. PETES
MCEVOY, MARGIE
MCEVOY. MICHAEL S 4 MAUREEN A
MCEVOY, WILLIAM J
MCFARLAND. LINUS R 4 LUCIENNE
MCGOVERN. THOMAS N JR
MCGRATH, THOMAS J 4 PATRICIA A
MCININCH, RALPH A AS TRUSTEE OF
MCINTOSH. DAVID J 4 JACQUELINE G
MCJUARY, STEVEN F 4 SANDRA L
MCKILLOP, MICHAEL F 4 MARY G
MCLAUGHLIN, RONALD E 4 CHRISTINE
MCLEAN, COLIN F JR 4 KAREN E
MCLEMAN, SCOTT D 4 VIRGINIA M
MCLINTOCX, DONALD C 4 DONNA J
MCMILLAN, DANIE W 4 LYN E
MCNAY, DAVID M 4 SANDRA L
NCQUILLEN. SCOTT M
MCSWEENEY, MARX J 4 ANNE S
MELKONIAN, MARX J 4 ANN MARIE
MELTZER, KARL W 4 PAMELA
MERCER. DENNIS 4 BOLAND, SUSAN




MERCIES, RALPH 4 BERNICE
MERSETT, RICHARD J 4 JUDITH L
MESSILL. BRUCE K
MERRILL, GEOSGE P 4 LISA A
MESSILL, KENDALL G 4 LOUISE B
MERULLO. FESNE G
MESMH, FRANK B
MICHAUD, DONALD E 4 XATHRYN A
MICHAUD, GARY B 4 CAROLYN E
MICHEL, ROBOT J JS
MILES. PETES W 4 LORRAINE M
MILICI, RICHARD C 4 ANITA P B
MILLER, CLIFFORD W 4 MARTHA E
MILLER, JOHN C 4 CAROL A
MILLER, RICHARD P 4 MABION L
MILNE, NOBMAN F JR 4 ANNE '
MILNE, NORMAN F JS 4 ANNE •
MILNE, ROBERT 4 BARBARA
MINAXIN, GARY A 4 BARBARA J
MINAXIN, FSANX A SS 4 JUDITH ANN
MINNON, ROBERT W 4 JOAN D
MIVILLE, RICHARD J 4 JEANNIE
MOHER, RICHARD W JR 4 SYLVIA
MOHER, RICHARD W JR 4 SYLVIA
MOHN, LARRY J 4 FRANCES A
MOLAX, FERDINAND J JR
MONOHON, BENJAMIN G 4 SHIEEY-LYNN
MONGEAU, LEONASD J 4 JEAKNINE S
MONGEAU, EVE STABY
MONTOUR, WILLIAM H 4 GAYLE A
MOODY, HAKDEN C JR
MOORE, DAVID C JR 4 JOAN E
MOORE. MILTON R 4 JOHANNA E
MOORE, RICHARD D 4 PATRICIA L
NOQUIN, E JOSEPH 4 DEMISE M
B J MOREAU COMPANIES INC
L4B
LAND BLDC TOTAL







The following descriptions arc provided lo define Ihe limits of (hose
areas whose boundaries cannot be related lo easily recognized features
on the map, or could not be defined in terms of specific distances from
such features The codes used (a b . etc ) relate to the areas similarly
labeled on the zoning map
All references lo lots and tax map numbers pertain to the Property
Maps of the Town of Auburn prepared by James W Sewall Co. and
dated 1969.
a The easternmost boundary of this area is the easterly line of
lot 9 (tax map 28)
b The westernmost boundary of this area lies along the westerly
line of lot 7-1 (tax map 13) and the straight line extension
thereof running southeasterly to the northerly side of Depot
Road
c The westernmost boundary of this area is described as follows
Beginning at a point on the easterly side of Rattlesnake Hill
Road at the southerly line of lot 18 (lax map 4), Ihcn
following the southerly line of said lot 18 to the easterly lines
of lots 16 and 15 (tax map 4), and a straight line extension
thereof, to the southerly side of Spofford Road
d The limits of this area are defined as follows:
One hundred and fifty (150) feet deep from its frontage on
Chester Road (Route 121) south towards Lake Massabesic
and running from the west bank of the Griffin Brook where
it passes under Route 12 1 to the west sideline of lot 2A (tax
map 26)
e. The limits of this area are defined as follows
The area of land bounded on the south by Route 101, on the
east by Hooksett Road, on the north by a line running 1,800
feet north of and parallel to. Old Candia Road and
Wellington Road and on the west by the easterly boundary of
the industrial zone.
f The limits of this area are defined as follows:
Beginning at a point on the northerly side of Chester Road at
the westerly line of lot 26 (tax map 7) then running northerly
along the westerly line of said lot 26, crossing through a part
of lot 29 (lax map 7), to the westerly line of said lot 29 and
continuing northerly along the westerly line of lot 29 lo Ihe
northwest corner of said lot; then running easterly on a
straight line passing through lot 25 (tax map 7); lot 2 (tax
map 29) and lot 32 (tax map 7) lo a point on the westerly side
of Hooksett Road, said point being located approximately
1000 feet north of Ihe intersection of Chester Road; then
running southerly along the westerly side of Hooksett Road
and westerly along the northern side of Chester Road to
beginning.
g. The limits of this area are defined as follows:
Beginning at the intersection of Raymond Road and Chester
Road, proceeding along Chester Road, southeasterly to
Bunker Hill Road to a point which is the easterly boundary of
Map 7, Lot 1 2, along the eastern most boundary of said lot,
and Map 7, Lot 10 and Map 7, Lot 4 to a point on the south
side of Eaton Hill Road, then westerly along Eaton Hill Road
lo the intersection of Raymond Road, then along Raymond
Road to the point of the beginning
h The limns of this area are defined as follows
Beginning at a point on the Auburn-Hookselt town line, said
point being located a distance of 3000 feet south of the point
where the south side of Hooksett Road crosses the Hooksett
line, then running in an easterly direction along a line
perpendicular to the Hooksett town line for a distance of 2000
feet, then running southerly along a line parallel to and at a
distance of 2000 feet from the Hooksett line to the northerly
side of Wellington Road, then running westerly along the
north side of Wellington Road to the Manchester City line,
then running northerly along said Manchester and Hooksett
lines to the point of the beginning
i The limits of this area are defined as follows
The area of land bounded by Wellington Road on the north
and Route 101 on the south, from the Hooksett line to King
Street, and the area of land bounded on the south by Route
101, on the east by Hooksett Road, on the north by a line
running 1,800 feet north of and parallel to. Old Candia Road
and Wellington Road and on the west by the easterly
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